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 “Second floor?”The receptionist, who was responsible for receiving the guests, of course 

saw Finn driving the BMW i8, and his attitude was exceptionally good, patiently explaining: 

“Sir, the second floor is a VIP box, all of which are VIP guests of the Cloud Mist Villa, I see 

your face, if it‟s your first time here, you can do a membership card of the Cloud Mist Villa, 

br A** members need to top up 10,000 yuan, silver members need to top up 100,000 

yuan.Gold members need to top up one million yuan, Platinum members need to top up 

ten million yuan, and Supreme members need to top up one hundred million yuan.Only 

Platinum Members and Supreme Members can enjoy the VIP box treatment, which one do 

you think you need to top up?” 

“A hundred million?”Lin Mengqi burst out in shock, never thought that a membership card 

would need to be so expensive. 

Finn instructed Lin Mengqi to be quiet, it was too humiliating. 

Cloud Mist Villa is at least a jade industry, originally jade is expensive, it is normal to have 

this kind of recharge table. 

Without much thought, Finn took out his gold card and said, “I‟ll take the Supreme Member, 

please hurry, I‟m in a hurry, the auction will start later.” 

Anyway, the auction items would still need to be spent later, one hundred million might not 

even be enough, directly topping up the Supreme Member was actually equivalent to taking 

a membership card for free, not only did Finn not feel a loss, but he earned it. 

“Okay, sir, I‟ll handle it for you right away.”The receptionist revealed surprise, but at least he 

was a frequent auctioneer and had seen many big names, so he quickly returned to 

normalcy and carefully received Finn „s gold card and went to handle the formalities. 

It really is a professional reception, it only took three minutes to complete all the formalities, 

then the receptionist brought Finn to the second floor of the VIP box, for Finn to choose. 

Finn directly selected box 999, 9 is the number of the extreme, Finn prefers this number. 

In fact, it was 666,888, the two rooms were already occupied, and the only ones left were 

222 and 333, which were very silly numbers. Remember the URL . 



When he entered the box, Finn was stunned, not because the box was very exaggerated, but 

because the interior of the box was arranged exactly like Kaiyuan, that is, a coffee table, a 

few sofas, and a TV, even the service staff was also the configuration of two pretty girls. 

The only thing that made Finn bright was the hair color of the pretty girls, one blue and one 

red. 

“Feel free to sit down, it‟s about to start.”When Finn idly arrived at the sofa, he plopped 

down on the sofa and raised his legs, looking like he was back in his own home. 

“Okay.”Lin Mengqi, however, was a little nervous as she grabbed her jacket and carefully sat 

on the nearest sofa, so she didn‟t dare to squeak. 

Lin Mengqi liked to watch TV dramas, and when the auction plot appeared in them, she still 

thought it was unscientific for the actors in them to be restrained at the auction, after all, 

what was there to be restrained about when they were all here.It wasn‟t until she came to 

the auction herself that she realized that the first time she came to such a place she would 

indeed be reserved. 

Finn , however, was very comfortable and snapped his fingers, “Two gl A**es of orange juice 

please.” 

Orange juice? 

Orange juice in a place like this? 

Lin Mengqi is a bit speechless, spent a hundred million on a membership card, just to drink 

orange juice?By the way, would a place like this have a low-end product like orange 

juice?Shouldn‟t it be a fancy drink like a cocktail or wine? 

Not only Lin Mengqi thought so, even the two beautiful women in charge of the reception 

showed their speechless color, even somewhat disliked Finn .The two of them were 

muttering in their hearts, whether Finn took the family membership card out to pretend to 

pick up girls.But on the surface, the two girls did not show any obvious disgust, but went to 

the refrigerator to get two bottles of orange juice.This kind of VIP box, all drinks will be 

prepared in case of weird requests from guests like Finn . 

Finn picked up the three bottles of orange juice and drank them all in one go.Chilled orange 

juice was different, it tasted cool and refreshing, causing Finn to say, “It‟s so refreshing.” 



As soon as the words came out, the two beautiful girls were even more speechless, Finn is 

too hanged like this, they even started to suspect that Finn „s membership card was not 

from home, but picked up on the road. 

Finn but do not know how others think of him, he just suddenly want to drink orange juice, 

drink it comfortable.And the auction was just now, the official start. 

The TV is live on the first floor of the main stage, only to see a woman wearing a white 

gorgeous evening gown slowly up to the stage, first polite bow, get up before starting to 

introduce themselves: “Ladies and gentlemen, good afternoon, I am the auction auctioneer 

of this auction Linglong, sincere thanks to everyone on the second day of the Lunar New 

Year, busy to take the time.This time our auction is expected to run for two hours, with a 

total of twenty auction items, without further ado, this will introduce the first auction item 

for you.” 

Linglong‟s words were concise and clear, then a woman in cheongsam walked onto the 

stage with a plate, the plate was covered with a red cloth, so you couldn‟t see what the 

auction items were. 

The cheongsam-clad woman placed the plate on the table in front of Linglong, turned 

around and left. 

Linglong lifted the red cloth and said with a professional smile, “The first auction item, as 

you can see, is a white jade medallion with a mouse depicted on it.This is an item that was 

mortgaged to us by a previous guest, but that guest didn‟t redeem it, and the price given by 

Bai Lao at the time of the mortgage was 100,000 yuan, so our reserve price for this auction 

is 100,000 yuan, and the new year is the year of the rat, so it‟s a good choice to bring it 

home and give it to your children.” 

Having said that, there was commotion in the hall on the first floor, and a man with a back 

comb issued a question: “It‟s just a jade medallion it, everywhere, the price is at most a 

thousand, how is it worth a hundred thousand?” 

“It‟s your first time here, since this jade medallion has been appraised by Bai Lao for one 

hundred thousand, then its own value must exceed one hundred thousand, you then listen 

to Linglong‟s explanation, you‟ll understand.”Another man with a small moustache retorted. 

Linglong smiled and said, “I‟m sure there are some new guests, so I‟ll briefly explain, Bai Lao 

is the chief appraiser of our Cloud Mist Villa, this jade medallion has been appraised by Bai 

Lao and has existed for a long time, it‟s not clear exactly, but it must be more than a 



thousand years old.And to have such a good carving technique a thousand years ago is in 

itself very exaggerated, very valuable for research, for those who don‟t know the trade, it 

might be worth a thousand, but for those who do know the trade, even if the bid is a 

million, it‟s still possible.” 

As soon as this was said, the audience let out a scream, a jade that could be p A**ed down 

for thousands of years was itself of historical value, not to mention being a jade, even if it 

was an antique, it would be perfectly fine. 

Seeing that although everyone‟s reactions were different, none of them were issuing 

questions, Linglong smiled and said, “Now let‟s start the bidding for the first item, the 

Millennium Mouse Jade Plaque, with a reserve price of 100,000, the bidding begins!” 

“Ding!” 

As soon as the conversation ended, room 888 on the second floor lit up with a red light. 

To be precise, the entire door of room 111 lit up, and a closer look revealed that there was 

an LED screen the same size as the door embedded above the entire door. 

The red light shone brightly and was seen all over the room, followed by the LED door‟s red 

light gradually shifting and eventually condensing into several large red numbers: 1,000,000 

yuan! 
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Linglong was pleasantly surprised, “Box 111 is asking for one million, is there a higher 

price?” 

“A straight million?This is too exaggerated.”The back-headed man was a little skeptical and 

was about to raise his hand to call for a price, certain in his heart that this jade medallion 

was something good. 

However, before he could do anything, he was held down by the man with the small beard. 

The back-headed man was just about to show his discontent when the moustache man 

sneered, “Look at you, you look like a rich man, I kindly remind you, the guest in box 111 is 

a regular at the auction, and even more so the big man of Fangzhou, you dare to call the 

shots with him, don‟t you want your head?” 



“Big Brother?What big guy?”The back-headed man frowned and snorted coldly, he really 

didn‟t believe that any big brother could be so rampant. 

The bearded man spoke faintly, “I can‟t do anything about it if you want to die, I can only 

tell you, that surname is Shangguan.” 

“What?”The back-headed man shuddered, the surname Shangguan was originally 

uncommon, and the only big man in Fangzhou with the surname Shangguan was that 

one.Thinking of that person, the back-headed man‟s previous wildness and uninhibitedness 

disappeared completely in a flash, and ashlessly put down the sign he had just picked up. 

Turning his head, he said to the moustache man with a grateful face, “Thank you so much, if 

I had really offended that big brother, I‟m afraid I wouldn‟t have been able to walk out of 

here alive.” 

The bearded man waved his hand, “I didn‟t know when I first came here, and I was reminded 

of it by someone else.No matter what the first item is, the guests of No. 111 will fixedly give 

one million for auction, and it has become a tradition here, and Cloud Mist Villa doesn‟t 

dare to provoke this big brother, so they have to give a potential value of one million for the 

first item every time, and the actualA product worth less than a million, thus achieving a 

win-win situation.” 

The conversation between the two was just a small interlude, Linglong saw the back head 

put down the sign, inevitably a little disappointed, she actually wanted to see the fun, and if 

the auction price was high, her commission would be more, but it had been several years, 

and the first bidding item had never broken the unwritten tradition set by Big Brother 111. 

“A million once, a million twice, a million…” 

Without getting her hopes up, she quickly started the process so that she would have the 

opportunity to introduce the second item more often. 

But just as she counted to the third, the “ding” sounded again. 

The first floor was all about holding up cards, and this unique sound of pressing the light 

was only found on the second floor.All eyes turned to the second floor, wanting to see 

which unsighted guy dared to compete with guest number 111 for the bidding items.The 

next thing everyone saw was the numbers starting to condense on the door of room 999, 

and it was 10,000,000 yuan! 



“One, ten million, ten million from guest 999, any higher bids?”Linglong revealed shock, she 

had thought that it should be a family scion who didn‟t deal with big brother Shangguan, 

but by bidding 10 million, it wasn‟t that she didn‟t deal with it, but she was bound to the 

bidding item. 

At this moment, in room 999, Finn picked up the second bottle of orange juice and drank it 

down again, satisfied, “How refreshing!” 

The two beautiful girls who looked down on Finn earlier are now completely dumbfounded 

at the spot.In their opinion, Finn , an orange juice drinking hangman, even if he came to the 

auction, he would just take Lin Mengqi to see the world, but he didn‟t expect to really make 

a move, and he was still competing with Shangguan big brother, bidding ten times more 

than Shangguan big brother. 

Where‟s the slinger, this is a divine hero! 

Finn was unaware of what others thought, at the moment he was not to mention how happy 

he was, he was just trying his luck to find a jade medallion, he did not expect to find a jade 

medallion with the first auction item.The only beautiful thing was that Finn wasn‟t sure if the 

auction item in front of him was the real Zodiac jade medallion or not, so he was still a bit 

apprehensive. 

The two pretty girls were surprised, and one of them, a pretty red-haired girl, couldn‟t help 

but remind him, “Sir, don‟t you know who the guest in room 111 is?” 

Originally the box were their reception staff responsible for bidding, the guests only need to 

say the number on it, but just now Finn is suddenly excited to get up, directly pressed the 

price of 10 million, so she was a little caught off guard.Without the initial surprise, now the 

red-haired beauty only had rear fear.Although it was Finn who took the initiative to enter 

the bidding price, but if Shangguan big brother blamed down, she also can‟t afford to eat it. 

Finn waved his hand and said, “I don‟t know him and I don‟t want to know him, anyway, if he 

raises the price, you raise the price for me, I am bound to get this jade medal!” 

The pretty red-haired girl was afraid of big brother Shangguan, but she didn‟t dare to beg 

Finn not to bid, after all, daring to ask for ten million for a small jade medallion, Finn was 

afraid that he was not an easy existence to provoke.She now just regretted why she was 

serious about serving Finn in the beginning, otherwise, Finn would have let her out even if 

she had asked for a bid, and she would have had time to explain the situation. 



But now that the price had already been called, it was too late to say anything. 

At this moment, the “ding” sounded again, it was room 111 bidding again, this time the bid 

was 20 million. 

“f*ck, and you‟re still up against me?” Finn „s eyebrows were raised, and he was about to call 

for a price again. 

The red-haired girl directly picked up the bidding device and begged: “This gentleman, 

please don‟t bidding, Mr. Shangguan in room 111 is not something we can provoke, looking 

at your face, you should be a foreigner, Mr. Shangguan is the most important person in our 

Fangzhou, even if you get this auction, I‟m afraid you won‟t be able to leave Fangzhou or 

even the cloud mist alive.The Hills.” 

“I‟ll give you a chance to ask for one hundred million.” Finn glanced at the pretty red-haired 

woman and spoke indifferently. 

It would still seem a bit low if Finn got angry, but this kind of indifference made the red-

haired pretty girl even more frightened, and being able to bid 100 million, she looked even 

higher on Finn .After a struggle, the red-haired woman directly pressed one hundred 

million. 

The first floor of the hall, the audience began to sit still when they saw that the number of 

room 999 was still changing and had increased to 100 million, it seemed that the guest of 

room 999 wanted to bar with the officer to the end. 

And so, everyone saw the price soaring, and when the truce was finally called, it was room 

999 that offered 1.1 billion. 

Finn , had already spelled out all his A**ets. 

As he was worried that the other party would still raise the price, Finn took out his cell 

phone and dialed Charles‟ number, “Charles, transfer me the money, the more the better.” 

“What‟s wrong, young master?”Charles was a little nervous, Finn „s attitude was a little too 

eager. 



Finn explained, “I saw a jade medallion at an auction at a Cloud Mist Villa in Fangzhou, it‟s a 

rat jade medallion, I don‟t know if it‟s real or not right now, but just in case, I‟m bound to 

get it!” 

“What, the jade?”Charles was suddenly alarmed and said in a row, “Young Master you wait a 

moment, I‟ll check the Cloud Mist Villa, wait for me.” 

It took half a minute before Charles spoke again, “Young Master, Miss Shangguan is at 

Cloud Mist Villa, I just sent her a message, she should be coming to support you soon.” 

“Miss Shangguan?Who‟s that?” Finn was a little curious about the other party‟s identity, he 

was here to help after all, and he wanted to know the other party‟s identity beforehand. 

Charles smiled, “The fiancée that Madame has arranged for you.” 
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What, fiancée? 

Finn was disheveled, how come fiancées exist everywhere he goes. 

Although Finn knew that Chen Fangling had helped him arrange twenty fiancées, besides 

Wang Kexin there were nineteen that he hadn‟t met.But Fang-zhou is only a third-tier city, 

the biggest family here is probably not as good as the last of the reclusive families. 

But before Finn asked more questions, the phone hung up. 

Finn „s first thought wasn‟t about the jade medallion or 111‟s competitor, but about Lin 

Mengqi beside him.If his fiancée were to run into Lin Mengqi, it might not turn into a Shura. 

“Mengqi, you go home first, the installer just called, you go home and check the situation, 

along with the furniture placement, you also need to give some advice.” Finn casually 

thought of a reason, wanting to detach Lin Mengqi first. 

Lin Mengqi just couldn‟t stay any longer, after all, the atmosphere here was too tense for 

her little heart to bear at all, so she nodded and got up to leave.As for Finn , but she was not 

worried at all, in her opinion, Finn and her were both two dimensions, like Finn this kind of 

pocket money is calculated by the hundred million, where can she be worried in her turn. 



“Phew…” 

Seeing Lin Mengqi leave, Finn was relieved, at least it was good to keep the two girls from 

bumping into each other for the time being. 

Turning his head, Finn began to pay attention to the screen again. The first website m. 

Linglong picked up a small hammer and said, “Guest 999 has bid 1.1 billion, is there any 

higher price?Eleven billion once, eleven billion twice, eleven billion…” 

“Bang!” 

The noise was not Linglong‟s falling hammer, but the door of room 111 was violently 

opened. 

Linglong‟s body trembled in fear, and the hammer didn‟t dare to fall. 

The bearded man said with interest, “Yo, it‟s interesting, Miss Shangguan personally 

appeared, it seems that she wants to exterminate the guests in room 999.” 

“It looks like a good show, but I‟m afraid it‟s not simple for the guest in room 999 to bid up 

to 1.1 billion, but unfortunately, in Fangzhou, no one can disrespect the Shangguan 

family.”The back-headed man somewhat admired the courage of the guest in room 999, but 

didn‟t think it could defeat Miss Shangguan. 

Not only him, everyone in the entire hall thought the same, it was up to Miss Shangguan to 

deal with the guest in room 999. 

“Knock knock!” 

What everyone didn‟t expect was that Miss Shangguan came to the door of Room 999, but 

instead of kicking in the door, she knocked on it. 

Surprised, the moustached man stroked his moustache and said, “I see, Miss Shangguan is 

trying to raise her voice to show her enemy‟s weakness first, wait until the people inside 

come out, and then teach her a thorough lesson.” 

“So that‟s it, that‟s reasonable.”The back-headed man nodded his head in agreement, and 

continued to watch the show. 



The door lightly opened, and a young man from the 999 side came out. 

“I am Shangguan Yue, may I ask if you are Finn ?”Shangguan Yue blinked her big, watery 

eyes. 

“That‟s right, I am.” 

The young man who came out was none other than Finn . 

Finn looked up and down at the woman named Shangguan Yue in front of him and couldn‟t 

help but reveal his satisfaction. 

Shangguan Yue was wearing a double ponytail, her small face was exquisite, and her facial 

lines were very graceful, her white – fair skin was as white as jade and blowable. 

She wore a loose beige knitted shirt, black stockings with black shoes, with cute big eyes, all 

cute and playful, while the hem of the shirt exposed half of the white – fair thighs more 

temptation, cute without losing sexiness. 

If you want to say that Wang Kexin is a lady from the cl A**ical portrait, Shangguan Yue is an 

elf from the secondary comics. 

Anyway, the more Finn looked at it, the more satisfied he was, it was worthy of the fiancée 

Chen Fangling had helped him pick, she was truly beautiful. 

“Wow, is this guy called Finn so awesome that he dares to look up and down at Miss 

Shangguan so directly, I admire him.”The man with the back showed surprise, don‟t look at 

Shangguan Yue as a cute windy little girl, but behind it was the huge Shangguan family, no 

man present dared to have half a fancy about Shangguan Yue. 

The man with the small beard sneered, “This is an oxymoron?I think it‟s Tie Han Han, who 

dares to look at Miss Shangguan like that, I‟m afraid he‟s just too proud of his own life.Just 

look at it, the last man who dared to look at Miss Shangguan like that, his eyes were gouged 

out.” 

“f*ck, is that so brutal.”The back-headed man shivered, but fortunately he didn‟t have any ill 

intent towards Shangguan Yue. 



However, a scene that surprised everyone appeared, only to see Shangguan Yue directly 

jumped into Finn „s arms, hooked her hands around Finn „s neck, and directly offered kisses. 

Suddenly, the whole place was silent, almost landing on the ground audible, everyone was 

petrified on the spot, completely shocked by the scene before them. 

For a long time, the lips parted. 

Shangguan Yue‟s small face blushed red, but she still pouted, “Honey, I thought you 

wouldn‟t come looking for me, but I never thought we would meet so soon.” 

“I didn‟t expect it either.” Finn was surprised by Shangguan Yue‟s initiative, but also knew 

that the girl in front of him was the fiancée that Charles was talking about. 

Compared to Wang Kexin, Shangguan Yue was going to come more proactive, and Finn 

naturally liked this kind of initiative. 

Of course, who wouldn‟t like a great beauty, especially a superb beauty like Shangguan Yue? 

But thinking of still bidding, Finn „s expression became serious and said, “Little Yue, do you 

have any funds there anymore, I‟m competing for this jade medallion, but the people in 

room 111 are saving against me, I‟m bound to get this jade medallion, don‟t worry, I‟ll ask 

Charles to transfer the money to you later.” 

Shangguan Yue shook her head, “There‟s no need for competition.” 

“What‟s wrong?You think I can‟t fight for it?” Finn couldn‟t help but frown, he didn‟t really 

like being denied. 

Shangguan Yue pointed at herself and said with a smile, “Because I‟m the guest of room 111 

ah, originally snatching the jade medal was because Charles asked me to keep an eye on the 

jade medal and other items, I didn‟t expect to make a mess, I never thought that the one 

who was fighting with me was actually my husband.” 

Finn was startled at first when he heard that, but it soon dawned on him, no wonder the 

people in room 111 were so obsessed with the jade medallion, it was also Charles‟ 

arrangement. 



Scratching his head in embarr A**ment, Finn hehely smiled, “I never thought that my own 

people would beat up their own people.” 

Turning his head, Finn said to Linglong, “You continue the process, if anyone else raises the 

price, I‟ll raise it again.” 

There was still a price increase? 

Linglong was somewhat speechless, where would anyone dare to increase the price in this 

situation now. 

Not to mention that no one dared to offend Shangguan Yue, even if they did, they couldn‟t 

afford to provoke Finn to a sky-high price of 1.1 billion ah. 

“1.1 billion once, 1.1 billion twice, 1.1 billion three times, deal, congratulations Mr. Ye on 

obtaining the Millennium Mouse Jade Medal!”Linglong flew through the process and laid 

the ending straight away. 

Just as she thought, where else would anyone dare to fight so deathlessly. 

But to say that the most surprised were the back-headed man and the moustache man, how 

did they think that Finn was actually Shangguan Yue‟s husband, this news was like a 

bombshell, making everyone not know what to say. 

They originally wanted to see Shangguan Yue teach Finn a lesson, but it turned out to be a 

family, or husband and wife, you say that this is a disturbance, the melon eaters don‟t know 

how to comment, and in the end it actually turned into applause and applause in unison 

without even realizing it. 
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Finn looked at the actions of the crowd in the hall, nodded his head in satisfaction, and 

brought Shangguan Yue back to box 999. 

When she saw the two of them, the pretty red-haired girl‟s figure couldn‟t help but 

tremble.In fact, the only one who was most frightened was the pretty redhead, who had 

dared to look down on Finn before and even blocked him.The only thing that made her 

happy was that she chose to listen to Finn , otherwise she would have been thrown into the 

river to feed the fish. 



Wiping the cold sweat on her head after fear, the pretty red-haired girl hurriedly came to 

Finn „s body and directly kneeled in front of him, apologizing, “I‟m sorry Ye Shao, it‟s the 

little one who has eyes but no pearls, please be generous and spare me.” 

Glancing at the pretty red-haired girl, Finn waved his hand and said, “Okay, go away, 

someone else will entertain you.” 

Since the pretty red-haired girl was kneeling down, Finn had nothing to be angry about. 

However, just because Finn could let go of the pretty red-haired girl, it didn‟t mean that 

Shangguan Yue could, only to see Shangguan Yue directly kick the pretty red-haired girl 

who was just about to get up. 

“Say, how did you bully my husband?You‟re delusional to think of getting out of this room 

without telling us a thing or two or three!”Shangguan Yue‟s nimble big eyes were filled with 

hostility. 

It made Finn also couldn‟t help but be surprised, this was different from the dignified air of a 

superior, Shangguan Yue was like a little witch, estimating that the red-haired pretty girl 

would clean up if she said a word wrongly. 

No wonder the red-haired pretty girl was so afraid of the guests in room 111 just now, it 

was all because Shangguan Yue was too scary. 

As Finn muttered in his heart, he waved his hand and said, “Forget it, Xiao Yue, she didn‟t 

mean to embarr A** me, look at how scared she was.You‟re a good girl, you have to be 

decent and generous, this appearance won‟t make it to the stage.” Remember the website 

． ．net 

As the words fell, the hostility on Shangguan Yue‟s face disappeared, along with her 

spreading her smile, followed by Finn feeling a sunlight reflecting into his heart. 

“Hubby, I know, I‟ll be good.”Shangguan Yue smiled sweetly, like an angel, where was the 

little witch‟s appearance just now.Not to mention being able to go on stage, even as a 

national daughter there was an 80% chance of being a national daughter. 

It‟s a pity that Shangguan Yue is not an actress, half angel and half devil, it‟s really terrifying. 



In the past, as long as Finn contacted a girl, he would be able to roughly understand her 

personality, but Shangguan Yue‟s unpredictable and two-sided extremes were like having 

two personalities, and for a while, Finn couldn‟t figure them out. 

Without waiting for Finn to think clearly, the door of the room was knocked again, and then 

a receptionist walked in with a tray, the item on the tray was none other than the Rat Jade 

medallion that was just bid on. 

“Swipe the card!” Finn heartache to take out the gold card, all the funds in his account add 

up to 1.1 billion, but he lost all of it because of a rat jade medallion, and he doesn‟t even 

know if the rat jade medallion is real or not.What‟s more, Finn has no place to take out his 

anger, if the guests in room 111 are other people, Finn will take revenge sooner or later, but 

the competition with him is his fiancée Shangguan Yue, where can you find someone to 

reason with. 

The card was swiped empty, and Finn took out the membership card from earlier and also 

swiped it empty as well.Looking at the unfunded gold card and the supreme membership 

card, it was as if Finn felt that the cards had lost their spirituality. 

“Now I hope this jade card is real.” Finn sighed and took the jade card, after all, if the jade 

card wasn‟t a Zodiac jade card, then he wouldn‟t have the face to ask Charles for 

reimbursement. 

How humiliating it would be for a 100,000,000 item to be auctioned for 1.1 billion, and in 

the end it was found to be a fake. 

“Hubby, it‟s all my fault, otherwise you wouldn‟t have been able to spend so much, I was 

wrong.”Seeing that Finn was a little lost, Shangguan Yue hugged Finn „s arm. 

Finn was somewhat speechless: “If you knew it was wrong, you should have taken out your 

card when I swiped it just now, what‟s the use of just verbally saying it was wrong.” 

“Hehe, our Shangguan family‟s total A**ets are only 20 billion, and the liquidity is not that 

much, otherwise, I‟ll compensate you with myself” said, Shangguan Yue pretended to be 

shy. 

Finn helplessly shook his head, he really can‟t do anything about this little girl, if it were any 

other place he would have already started, but this is a public place, in addition to them 

there are also reception staff in the box. Finn reckoned that Shangguan Yue just knew that 



there were other people in the room and expected that Finn wouldn‟t dare to take action, 

that‟s why she would act so pitiful. 

As expected, seeing Finn shaking his head, Shangguan Yue showed her joy and said, 

“Hubby, I knew you were the best, you wouldn‟t look for me to compensate.” 

“Right right right, I won‟t look for you to compensate, then I‟ll leave.” Finn didn‟t know how 

to treat this little witch, Shangguan Yue, with the right attitude, so he was ready to get up 

and leave. 

Anyway, having already gotten the Rat Jade Plaque, Finn felt that there couldn‟t be a second 

one, or else it would be auctioned off in one piece, and Finn didn‟t think that his luck was 

that good. 

“Go?Honey you‟re not taking me with you?”Shangguan Yue was busy grabbing the corner 

of Finn „s coat, preventing Finn from leaving. 

Finn shook his head and said, “Take you, take you to what?Come home with me and you‟ll 

make it up to me?You don‟t want to compensate either, what‟s the use of me taking you.” 

Shangguan Yue pursed her lips and lightly opened her shell teeth, “Me, what don‟t I want, 

I‟ll do what I say, isn‟t it just going home, I‟ll go back with you and compensate you.” 

“……..” 

Now it was Finn „s turn to be speechless, it was unexpected that Shangguan Yue actually 

wanted to compensate him, this kind of operation Finn couldn‟t think of a second woman 

beside him who could do this. 

When he touched his nose, the corners of Finn „s mouth rose slightly as he said, “That‟s 

okay, you did what you said.” 

As soon as his words fell, Finn hugged Shangguan Yue‟s shoulder and walked out of Box 

999 with big strides. 

The door of box 999 opened, suddenly causing all the people in the hall to watch, they 

hadn‟t finished digesting the melon just now, they saw Finn coming out with his arm around 

Shangguan Yue, and were surprised again.Especially when Shangguan Yue still looked shy, 

where was the demoness‟ frame, she was completely a little fairy ah. 



When the man with the back head saw this, he couldn‟t help but raise his thumb and said, 

“Ye Shao is a real man too, being tamed like Miss Shangguan, it‟s really amazing!” 

The bearded man didn‟t retort, but also nodded his head repeatedly, “Yes, a hero sees eye 

to eye, that‟s what I think too, I really want to climb up with Ye Shao when I have the 

chance, to learn some tips from him, to be able to tame Miss Shangguan, what an 

oxymoron!” 

All the people in the hall sighed, but without exception, they all praised and sighed at Finn . 

After stuffing Yue Yu into the p A**enger seat, Finn sat on the driver‟s seat and started the 

BMW i8. 

With the roar of the engine, the BMW i8 shot out, the start acceleration is so fast, no matter 

how many times it is driven, let Finn can‟t help but admire.No wonder sports cars are said to 

be men‟s romance, to be able to freely and perfectly drive a sports car, is indeed a chic cool 

feeling. 
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“Honey, where are we going?”Shangguan Yue sat on the p A**enger side and asked in a low 

voice. 

Turning his head, seeing Shangguan Yue‟s blushing face, Finn couldn‟t help but smile, 

“Weren‟t you just now very powerful, what‟s wrong, you won‟t squeak when you get to my 

side?” 

“I thought you wanted someone, but they‟re not ready yet.I thought it would take years to 

meet you, but now I haven‟t learned the manners of the room, I don‟t know a thing about 

it.”Shangguan Yue explained in a small voice. 

If it wasn‟t for Finn „s good hearing, he probably wouldn‟t even hear it.At the same time, 

Finn was also a little surprised that the children of the family were so strict, even the matters 

within the room had etiquette. 

Wait, in other words, Shangguan Yue was also a good girl? 

Finn muttered in his heart, but quickly laughed at himself for being confused.After all, it was 

Chen Fangling who picked it, it was strange that it wasn‟t a good girl. 



It was because of seeing Shangguan Yue‟s two-sided extreme personality that Finn felt that 

Shangguan Yue had already experienced a thousand storms, including the lust of men and 

women.And now that he knew that Shangguan Yue was actually a good girl, Finn didn‟t dare 

to think about it that much, after all, he wasn‟t a scum, and messing with little girls like that 

wasn‟t what Finn wanted.He also wasn‟t ready to accept a new girl, if girls were all accepted, 

he would have had concubines by now. 

Before, Finn even felt that kissing each other was something that needed a lot of 

examination.For example, if he kissed Lin Mengqi, Finn wanted to be responsible.Not to 

mention going to do the bed thing with Shangguan Yue, it was all the more necessary for 

Finn to have a very good heart building. 

Unlike ordinary girls, this kind of family girls valued chastity – gymnastics more, if they didn‟t 

end up together, Finn didn‟t lose anything, but it would completely ruin Shangguan Yue. 

Thinking about it, Finn said, “Let‟s go to the hotel.” 

“In broad daylight?”Shangguan Yue was so shy that she didn‟t know what to say for a while. 

Finn helplessly shook his head, lightly smiled and said: “What, so afraid to go to a hotel with 

me ah, I will not scare you, in fact, it is like this, I go to a hotel is to find Charles, he has 

already arranged a hotel with me, to identify the rat jade medallion.After all, this is a big 

thing, can not be found by someone, had to about in the hotel, relatively hidden.Otherwise 

what am I bringing you for, isn‟t it just to cover my tracks, I really think I‟m a sex hungry 

ghost ah.” 

Shangguan Yue was embarr A**ed at the words and stopped talking. 

Worthy of being a BMW i8, it returned to the city in just twenty minutes.Originally, it was 

best to choose the suburbs for this kind of secretive thing, but Naive Finn „s car was dazzling 

everywhere, so it would be better to meet in the city. 

As the saying goes, a small secret in the mountains, a big secret in the city, in the downtown 

area, it can be a good way to cover up some things. 

Entering the hotel, there was no storm, but Finn directly brought Shangguan Yue to the 

room number 601 that Charles had already booked. 

“Young Master, where is the jade medallion?”Charles asked anxiously. 



Finn was a little speechless, it was the same last time, as long as it was about the jade 

medallion, Charles would always look like he was in a hurry.But Finn didn‟t take it to heart, 

after all, the jade medallion was very important. 

After taking out the jade medallion and handing it to Charles, Charles placed it on the pre-

prepared instrument. 

With the last experience, Finn was not that surprised, but he was just apprehensive, not 

knowing if the jade medal was a Zodiac jade medal. 

After a series of chemical treatment by Charles, the jade medallion changed again, and what 

Finn did not expect was that there was still a layer of impurities on the surface of the 

previously auctioned jade medallion, Charles did not explain, and Finn did not ask, after all, 

he did not understand and could not remember what the impurities were, in short, it was 

left after a long time. 

With the p A**age of time, the entire jade medallion gradually turned green, a very dazzling 

emerald green.It was similar to the previous dragon shaped jade plaque, but the front of the 

jade plaque in front of him was the word “rat”, and behind it was the rat totem, which was 

not only clearly visible, but also vivid and vivid. Finn even felt that, if he didn‟t pay attention, 

the aura-filled rat totem would slip away from the jade plaque. 

The only flaw was that the Mouse Totem‟s eyes were dull, and if you looked closely, you 

would find hollowed out holes. 

Unlike the previous panic, now Finn knew that if he shone a light on it, he would be able to 

see a magical scene through the small holes. 

“I‟ll irradiate it!” 

Evan took out the ultraviolet lamp he had bought on the way and apprehensively came to 

the rat jade sign and turned on the light to illuminate the rat jade sign. 

Charles, on the other hand, went to turn off the light and drew the curtains to ensure that 

the house was pitch black. 

“I hope you‟re real!” 



Finn kept praying in his heart, and it was finally the ultraviolet light that completely 

illuminated the entire Mouse Jade Plaque. 

A miraculous scene happened, only to see the jade plate directly through the light, the 

scene in the jade plate completely cast on the wall. 

At the same time, red lines gradually appeared on the rat medallion, and also hit the wall 

through the light, roughly speaking, it was a rat totem, but it blended with the word “rat” on 

the front of the medallion, and actually formed a map line. 

The most important thing is the small hole, through the light directly mapped out a purple 

light point, hitting the map line. 

“Charles, this, it‟s true!” Finn stammered, his eyes gradually showing joy. 

Although one jade medal was not enough for Finn to return to the family, it was a step 

closer to him returning home.The main thing was that the jade medallion was not replicable, 

every additional jade medallion in the Ye family, correspondingly, the strength would be 

doubled, and this contribution to the family was what made Finn the happiest. 

Charles nodded his head heavily and said, “Yes, it‟s true, young master, as expected the old 

master was not wrong, you really are a great fortune maker, congratulations young master, 

make great contributions to the family again!” 

“Hahaha!” Finn let out a cheerful laugh, this time it was really too painful. 

Earlier, he was still distressed about 1.1 billion, but right now, he was not distressed at all.1.1 

billion for a real jade medallion, Finn would do this kind of business as many times as it 

came.After all, a single jade medallion could guarantee the family‟s prosperity for hundreds 

of years, much stronger than this mere 1.1 billion. 

“Young Master, I‟m sorry I can‟t celebrate with you, the jade medal is so important, I still 

need to bring it back to Ye Island first.”Charles said solemnly, and began to pack his things, 

placing the jade medallion discreetly and carefully in a cipher box. 

Finn nodded and said, “I know, then you can go back first, if you need anything, we‟ll be in 

touch.” 



Witnessing Charles leave the room, only then did Shangguan Yue, who hadn‟t spoken, say, 

“I didn‟t expect Mr. Charles to be so talkative, when I met him before, he was always cold, 

and acted like he was a live wire.” 

Finn was slightly startled, it was obvious that Shangguan Yue was afraid of Charles.But he 

had never felt Charles‟ pressure before, and sure enough, Charles would only smile at him, 

the young master, right? 

After shaking out the boring thoughts in his head, Finn grabbed Shangguan Yue in his arms. 

“What are you doing?”Shangguan Yue‟s face was slightly red, but she didn‟t struggle. 

Finn hugged even tighter, the corners of his mouth hooked, “Why are you talking about me, 

weren‟t you scared by Charles, then stay honest in my arms, he won‟t do anything to 

you.Besides, I remember someone saying that he would compensate me for the loss of 1.1 

billion, I don‟t know how many times you are going to compensate me?” 
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“No, don‟t, honey.”Shangguan Yue struggled slightly. 

Finn smiled hehely and said, “Don‟t?Don‟t what?” 

“I‟m not ready to give you my best self.”Shangguan Yue said in a low voice, although he had 

only met Finn , he was not disgusted with Finn , after all, from a long time ago, she knew 

that one day she would marry Finn , and now that she was also Finn „s fiancée, the line – 

room thing was also an inevitable process. 

But that‟s why she wanted to make the best first time as perfect as possible. 

Now don‟t say perfect, she didn‟t even know much about that aspect, she was still in a state 

of ignorance, so how could she do it well. 

“Then wait until you‟re ready.” 

Finn didn‟t force it, although he didn‟t know what was in Shangguan Yue‟s heart, Finn still let 

go of Shangguan Yue.Originally, he was just teasing Shangguan Yue, but if Shangguan Yue 

played for real, he wouldn‟t dare to really sprint.In his heart, Finn was still a bit of a wimp, 

and he wouldn‟t do it for a woman who couldn‟t take responsibility yet. 



Like Wang Kexin and the other five girls before, Finn and the five girls all engaged in 

ambiguous, but he didn‟t dare to break through the last step.Even if Wang Kexin said he 

didn‟t care, but in Finn „s concept of the traditional monogamous system, like what the red 

flag at home is not falling, outside the flags flying, Finn will only dare to YY, really want to 

implement it, he is afraid of overflowing water can not be harvested, out of control. 

Of course, these thoughts are only the temporary thoughts of Finn , now Finn is not in the 

mood to fall in love, the most important thing is how to train himself to return to the family, 

after returning to the family, and then think about the relationship between men and 

women is not too late.A big man‟s career was the main thing, daily love and affection was 

considered a thing. 

“Bang bang!” First web site 

The door to the room suddenly smashed, waking up Evan who was deep in self-reflection. 

“You sit down first, I‟ll go see what‟s going on.”With a frown on his brow, Finn walked 

towards the door of the room. 

This hotel wasn‟t high-cl A**, but it wasn‟t low-end either, it was of the medium range.The 

room door was knocked on like this, and there was no waiter to manage it, genuinely calling 

him angry. 

When he opened the door, Finn snapped, “What are you smashing my room door for, I‟m 

not cheating on you with your daughter-in-law, you‟ve found the wrong room, go look for it 

in another room.” 

“Hmph!” 

The young man in the white suit standing outside the door snorted and grabbed Finn „s 

collar: “You‟re the one who lured Xiao Yue‟s sister to the hotel?Where is she now?” 

Sister Yue? 

It suddenly dawned on Finn that the youth in front of him was looking for Shangguan Yue.It 

seemed that the youth in front of him liked Shangguan Yue, otherwise there wouldn‟t be 

blood in his eyes.But this, what did it have to do with Finn ? 



Not to mention that Shangguan Yue was his fiancée, not to mention that being worn out by 

his collar in front of him was the thing he hated the most. 

Without even thinking, Finn „s backhand was a slap, about to smack the youth‟s face.But the 

youth seemed to have anticipated Finn „s action and reached out and grabbed Finn „s arm. 

The youth smiled proudly, but then he was surprised to find that not only did Finn not 

panic, he laughed instead, which made him feel bad. 

But before he could react to what was wrong, there was a sharp pain in his crotch-. 

“Ah!!!”With a scream, the youth fell to the ground in response, covering his crotch and 

began to roll. 

“Little sh*t, still fooling around with me!” Finn sneered, showing pride. 

He had the experience of being yanked by his collar before, so he researched a set of 

combination techniques, slapping and starting, and kicking his pants if he was 

blocked.Unexpectedly, the first time he actually did it, he achieved remarkable results. 

“What happened?”Yue Shangguan heard the noises and was a little worried that something 

had happened to Finn , so she ran out. 

But when she entered, she saw Finn „s proud smile and the young man in a white suit who 

had fallen on the ground and was rolling. 

“Bai Fei?What are you doing here?”Shangguan Yue exclaimed in alarm. 

With a raised eyebrow, Finn turned his head and inquired, “An acquaintance?” 

Shangguan Yue waved her hand repeatedly, disgust in her eyes: “This is our cl A** president 

Bai Fei, usually something is wrong, he likes to pester me, tell him I have someone I like, he 

also does not believe, but also every day pestering.Now all chased to the hotel, is a 

perverted idiot – man right.” 

Finn was slightly shocked, never thought that licking a dog could go this far, it was really an 

oxymoron. 



After stepping on Bai Fei‟s chest with one foot and fixing it to prevent Bai Fei from rolling, 

only then did Finn faintly speak, “What do you mean you‟re not good enough to be a licking 

dog.Little Yue even said that she has someone she likes, of course, it‟s Ben Shao, so you‟d 

better get out of here, you‟re out of luck.” 

“What are you, just you deserve it, I pooh!”Bai Fei smiled coldly, looking at Finn like he was 

looking at a mole, “I‟m the only one who‟s best suited to Little Sister Yue!” 

“Who‟s used to you? If you shout one more time, I‟ll throw you into the river and feed you 

to the fish!” Finn snorted coldly, his eyes slightly cold. 

Bai Fei couldn‟t help but shiver and broke Finn „s thigh, and left the room, leaving behind 

only one sentence before leaving, “Wait for me, as long as you‟re in Fangzhou, I won‟t make 

it easy for you!” 

Finn laughed disdainfully, but he didn‟t chase after him. 

Not to mention that he came from the Ye family, just now, he knew that the Shangguan 

family was the most powerful in Fangzhou, and Shangguan Yue‟s father was even the head 

of the dragon, what was there to be afraid of. 

“Little Yue, you‟re not telling the truth, this guy isn‟t as simple as cl A** president, right.” Finn 

was not a fool, just now in the auction a whole bunch of dignitaries in Fangzhou were afraid 

of Shangguan Yue, Bai Fei a small cl A** president dared to be like this, there must be some 

capital behind him. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the newest addition to the list.The Bai 

family that Bai Fei is in is actually a family with the same status as ours, and is also at the top 

of the Fangzhou.In the past, the Shangguan family and the Bai family were all married 

together, even now, and Bai Fei is the youngest son of the Bai family‟s owner, and I‟m the 

youngest daughter of the Shangguan family, and I was set to be a doll‟s wife from the time I 

was born.That‟s why I didn‟t teach Bai Fei a lesson, but rather indulged him to do as he 

pleased, as long as he didn‟t tarnish my reputation, and because of that, he called me his 

sister.” 

“A doll‟s marriage?” Finn couldn‟t help but frown. 

Shangguan Yue hurriedly explained, “It‟s not what you think, ever since Aunt Chen picked 

me, my doll‟s marriage with Bai Fei was cancelled, I was only seven years old, I hadn‟t been 



out of the cabinet yet, and I‟ve never seen Bai Fei before, I don‟t have any relationship with 

him.The first boy I knew of was you, and I still have pictures of you as a child in my phone.” 

Shangguan Yue said and took out her phone. 

The photos inside the phone were exactly the same as the photos that Wang Kexin had 

shown to Finn in the beginning. 

“So it‟s like this.” Finn was surprised and somewhat amazed, his mother Chen Fangling was 

really amazing, she could tell at the age of seven that Shangguan Yue would emerge as a 

beautiful woman, this kind of eyesight was no one else. 

Finn shook his head helplessly, so he hugged Shangguan Yue and said, “Sorry for doubting 

you.Don‟t worry, since it‟s okay, I won‟t let him pester you anymore.” 
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“To keep him from har A**ing me?You wouldn‟t want to silence him, would you.”Shangguan 

Yue said in shock, afraid that Finn would do something cruel. 

Finn shook his head and said, “No, it‟s just to make him completely die.Forget it, I haven‟t 

thought of what to do now, let‟s go eat first.” 

With Shangguan Yue, after having a simple meal, Finn and Shangguan Yue went home 

separately. 

Originally, Shangguan Yue invited Finn to go home, but Finn didn‟t go, simply put, Finn 

didn‟t dare to go meet his parents.Although his family was powerful, Finn still had some 

inexplicable fear of meeting his parents, so he simply found an excuse to go home. 

By the time he arrived home, it was already four in the afternoon. 

Pushing open the door, Finn was surprised, worthy of a big professional brand. 

The floor had already been refurbished, the furniture had been placed very well, even far 

beyond Finn „s expectations, and the entire interior of the villa had become very compelling. 

But Finn didn‟t see Lin Mengqi‟s figure. 



The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the company‟s website. 

Finn was a little impatient: “Where have you been?” Remember the URL . 

Such a big living person left without talking, he was worried that Lin Mengqi had had a 

weenie, fortunately the phone was answered, otherwise he would have all gone out to look 

for it. 

But when the call was answered, a strange middle-aged voice came from the other end of 

the phone, “Are you Finn ?” 

Finn „s face paled and his eyes narrowed as he said, “That‟s right, I am Finn , who are you?” 

“I‟m Lin Mengqi‟s father, Lin Guopeng, I think we should meet.”Lin Guopeng‟s voice was very 

low and seemed to have some anger in it. 

The corners of Finn „s mouth lifted slightly as he faintly spoke, “Just what I was thinking.” 

Hanging up the phone, Finn followed the SMS address and drove straight away. 

At first glance there was no problem, but the one who answered the phone was not Lin 

Mengqi, which was a big problem in itself.There were two thoughts in Finn „s mind. 

One, it wasn‟t Lin Mengqi‟s father who answered the phone, it could be that Lin Mengqi had 

been kidnapped. 

Second, the one who answered the phone was Lin Mengqi‟s father, Lin Guopeng, but Lin 

Guopeng had occupied all of Lin Mengqi‟s phones, so it was clear that Lin Mengqi was not 

in a good condition. 

Either one was not what Finn expected. 

Even though Lin Mengqi and Finn hadn‟t had anything to do with each other yet, what Finn 

hated the most was someone making a move on someone close to him. 

Driving to the most high speed, it was only ten minutes before Finn arrived at the address 

above the text message. 



In the eye was a villa, but it was quite a bit bigger than Lin Mengqi‟s villa, and it had a large 

courtyard.Standing outside the door, when Finn pressed the doorbell, he saw a small plaque 

above the doorbell, writing the word “Lin Residence”. 

Seeing the situation, Finn was slightly relieved.At least it proved that Lin Mengqi was not 

kidnapped, and the person who answered the phone just now was Lin Guopeng. 

The doorbell rang, the door opened, and Finn entered the Lin Residence, pushing the door, 

Finn entered the hall on the first floor. 

Looking around, the decoration was antique, but had a few aromas of books.And looking 

around the entire hall, Finn didn‟t see Lin Mengqi, he only saw a middle-aged man in a tang 

suit. 

The middle-aged man was wearing golden gl A**es, his complexion was very white, and 

there was some resemblance between his eyebrows and eyes to Lin Mengqi. 

As Finn expected, the middle-aged man sat on the sofa and took a sip of tea before 

speaking, “My humble servant Lin Guopeng, sit.” 

Sit? 

Finn „s eyebrows were raised, where Lin Guopeng‟s attitude meant for Finn to sit down, it 

was clearly the attitude of an interrogator.If it were anyone else, he would definitely not be 

able to sit down at the moment. 

But Finn did not eat this set, not only sat on the sofa, adjusting his posture directly 

paralyzed on the sofa, stilted his legs and also slightly shake his ankles, as mischievous as 

possible, but also challenged Lin Guopeng‟s bottom line. 

The other party is not nice, Finn naturally will not be polite. 

The corner of Lin Guopeng‟s eyes twitched slightly – and said in a deep voice, “Since that‟s 

the case, I‟ll also cut to the chase and say how much money I can give you to leave my 

daughter.” 

“Leave?It seems like I‟m not dating her either.”Evan laughed, “By the way, how much money 

do you dare to talk to me about money?” 



Lin Guopeng snorted and said, “No dating is better, then you should move out of the villa 

quickly, don‟t affect my daughter‟s reputation.I‟ll give you one million, and don‟t come back 

to Fangzhou ever again.” 

“A million?” Finn puffed out a laugh. 

Lin Guopeng sneered, “It‟s true that you‟re only looking for my daughter because you‟re 

running for money, and you‟re laughing at one million.But I won‟t break my promise, I‟ll 

transfer a million to your account later, don‟t har A** my daughter in the future, or else 

don‟t blame me for being rude.” 

Finn looked at Lin Guopeng smilingly, but he had an idea in his heart. 

It seemed that Lin Guopeng wasn‟t particularly bad, but was genuinely protecting Lin 

Mengqi, but this method of protection seemed a little too excessive. 

When he looked at Lin Guopeng‟s phone that Lin Mengqi was holding in his hand, Finn 

spoke up, “You can open WeChat and take a look, in it I have a transfer record with Lin 

Mengqi.” 

“Transfer records?Did Monique get tricked by you before?”Lin Guopeng was shocked and 

quickly opened his phone, but when he saw the WeChat transfer record he was blinded. 

There was indeed a record of the transfer between Finn and Lin Mengqi, but it wasn‟t Lin 

Mengqi who had transferred 1.23 million to Finn . 

“See.” Finn smiled proudly. 

Lin Guopeng snorted, “Are you showing off with me?You were laughing at me for not 

paying enough?I‟ll give you back the one million two hundred and thirty thousand, extra 

two million, so you can always leave my daughter.” 

f*ck, what kind of brain circuit this old guy has. 

Finn muttered in his heart, he just thought that with this transfer record he could prove that 

he wasn‟t running after the Lin family‟s property, and with any luck, Lin Guopeng would 

believe him and be able to solve the misunderstanding. 

But now, it looked like it was hopeless. 



“Bang!” 

Just at this moment, the door was opened from the outside, followed by a man with a back 

combed head walking in. 

Seeing the man, a smile appeared on Lin Guopeng‟s frosty face as he got up and walked 

over, “Cousin, how was it, was the auction fun, did you get any good objects.” 

“No good objects, but there was a funny thing though.”The back-headed man said. 

“What kind of interesting thing?Tell me about it to my cousin.”Lin Guopeng asked with a 

smile. 

The back-headed man‟s eyes showed flames when he thought of the interesting story, and 

he said excitedly, “Cousin, you didn‟t go to the auction today, the rules here are different 

from ours in Yuzhou, the first auction item is a mandatory auction for the Shangguan family, 

I didn‟t know about it at first and almost fought for it, luckily there was a moustache to 

remind me, so I didn‟t cause a big disaster.” 

“That‟s right, it‟s cousin who forgot to say that.”Lin Guopeng was also a little scared and 

apologized. 

The back-headed man waved his hand, “It‟s fine, isn‟t it fine now anyway.What happened 

next is the greatest, there was a guest who stole the limelight with the Shangguan family, 

and in the end, that guest paid 1.1 billion to actually take the auction item, breaking the 

rules.” 

“What?There‟s also this matter, the only existence that can throw 1.1 billion in luxury is the 

Bai family besides the Shangguan family, but the Bai family and the Shangguan family are 

on good terms, so it‟s impossible for them to fight among themselves.”Lin Guopeng 

thought hard and couldn‟t think of a reason. 

The back-headed man explained, “At that time, we were also curious, then the Shangguan 

family came out, this time it was the youngest daughter of the Shangguan family, 

Shangguan Yue, who went to the auction, and directly rushed to that guest‟s room, the 

room opened up and out came a teenager, not someone from the Bai family.Just when we 

thought that Shangguan Yue would teach the teenager a lesson, but Shangguan Yue 

directly fell into the teenager‟s arms and called her husband.” 



“This is a big news ah, Shangguan Yue is still in college right, he already has a husband, and 

he‟s not from the Bai family, did the Shangguan family marry with any family again?Do you 

know who the teenager is?Have you gone to get the contact information.”Lin Guopeng 

cared about this news, as long as he got hold of the information and found the teenager 

and forged a good relationship, then the Lin family would be able to follow suit in the 

future. 

The man with the back shook his head with a sigh, “The contact information wasn‟t asked 

for, because Junior and Shangguan Yue left after the first piece was shot.However, I learned 

the name of the teenager from how they chatted, and the teenager‟s name is Finn !” 
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“Evan?”Lin Guopeng‟s eyes drew back, not looking back at the couch. 

“What? Does cousin know about Finn ?We must befriend this kind of person.”As the back-

headed man said to himself, he noticed that Lin Guopeng‟s expression wasn‟t right, and 

when he followed his gaze over, he saw the young man slumped on the couch. 

“f*ck, Finn !”The back-headed man was suddenly alarmed and hurriedly ran to Finn „s front, 

extending his hand, “Hello hello, Young Master Ye, my name is Zhang Quansheng, I didn‟t 

expect to see you here, what a coincidence.” 

Turning his head, Zhang Quansheng then said to Lin Guopeng, “Cousin, you really are not 

enough, you all know Ye Shao, why are you still here with me making mysteries, it‟s really 

not enough.” 

Lin Guopeng, however, remained silent and froze in place. 

His ears were now just reverberating Zhang Quansheng‟s words just now. 

The young man was throwing 1.1 billion dollars. 

The teenager was Shangguan Yue‟s husband. 

The teenager is…. Finn ! 

Thinking of taking two million just now to tell Finn to get lost, Lin Guopeng felt ridiculous, 

someone as awesome as Finn didn‟t care about 1.1 billion, so why would he care about a 



mere two million.The entire Lin family‟s entire property combined only barely reached one 

hundred million, not even a fraction of Finn „s auction.No wonder Finn was laughing at him 

before, in his stead. 

And just now, Finn also said that he was not dating Lin Mengqi.Indeed, Finn was Shangguan 

Yue‟s husband, how could he be dating Lin Mengqi. 

Laughing to himself, Lin Guopeng walked up to Finn „s body is a bow and said, “Ye Shao, I‟m 

really sorry, I hope you don‟t mind.” 

“It‟s fine, sit.” Finn waved his hand, a faint smile hanging on the corner of his mouth. 

Originally, Finn had felt that there was no way to make Lin Guopeng turn his dead head, but 

he didn‟t want Zhang Quansheng to appear, and in a few words, he showed off how 

awesome he was, and also woke Lin Guopeng up with the fact that . 

With praise, Finn shook Zhang Quansheng‟s hand and said, “You‟re good, I‟m quite 

optimistic about you.” 

Zhang Quansheng was overjoyed, to be praised by a noble gentleman like Finn , it was an 

extreme friendship, and there was even a chance for his stormy and drifting boat to climb 

onto Finn „s luxurious giant ship. 

“Ye Shao, I…”Lin Guopeng also wanted to show goodwill, but thinking about his attitude 

towards Finn just now, as long as Finn didn‟t blame him, he was already lucky, and after 

thinking about it, he didn‟t say this gesture of goodwill, he got up and left directly. 

“Cousin, what are you doing going?Ye Shao is here.”Zhang Quansheng was in a big hurry, 

although he didn‟t know why Lin Guopeng left the scene in anger, but no matter what, he 

shouldn‟t offend Finn , the big man ah. 

Finn shook his head slightly and said, “It‟s fine, don‟t mind him, let him be quiet.” 

Finn did understand Lin Guopeng, if he were Lin Guopeng, saying so many showy words 

and finding out that the other party was richer and more powerful in the end, he would 

probably go to the ground in shame. 

But Finn was wrong, because it was only half a minute before Lin Guopeng returned, and it 

was Lin Mengqi who was standing behind Lin Guopeng. 



Lin Guopeng looked at the confused Lin Mengqi and patted Lin Mengqi‟s shoulder, 

“Mengqi, it seems that I‟m shortsighted and old.I support you to make friends with Young 

Master Ye, you go back to live, I‟ll unfreeze the credit card, and I‟ll support your choice in 

the future.” 

Saying that, Lin Guopeng turned around and walked away, his back was shorter and he 

looked like he had aged at least ten years. 

” Finn , what‟s going on?”Lin Mengqi frowned and questioned Finn . 

Without waiting for Finn to speak, Zhang Quansheng coughed and his eyes indicated, 

“Mengqi, how come you are so ignorant at such an age, how come you still dare to call me 

by my first name, Young Master Ye.” 

“Uncle Zhang, what‟s wrong with you and dad?Why do you call him Young Master Yeh?”Lin 

Mengqi was somewhat puzzled. 

Zhang Quansheng still wanted to speak, and then Finn reached out his hand to stop him, 

“It‟s fine, your Uncle Zhang is just teasing you, and your father has approved of you, so 

you‟ll be free from now on, you don‟t have to be a caged sparrow, are you happy?” 

Lin Monique didn‟t even want to think about it, “Of course I‟m happy, I wish I went out to 

live, but…” 

“There‟s no buts, just enjoy the present.To celebrate your freedom, I‟ll take you out for a big 

meal, okay?” Finn smiled faintly. 

He didn‟t want Lin Mengqi to know the real reason, if it was only with his help that Lin 

Guopeng let go, Lin Mengqi would still be somewhat lost in her heart, after all, it wasn‟t Lin 

Mengqi who relied on herself to completely let go.Simply put, it was just coming from the 

greenhouse at home to Finn „s greenhouse, there was no difference for Lin Mengqi. 

So when he waited until Lin Mengqi truly let go and lived on her own, he would tell Lin 

Mengqi the true reason. 

And so, after exchanging WeChat contact with Zhang Quansheng, Finn left the Lin 

Residence with Lin Mengqi and went to the nearest fruit and vegetable supermarket. 

“Is this the big meal you were talking about?”Lin Mengqi looked at Finn with dissatisfaction. 



Finn pushed the shopping cart and put his favorite ingredients into the cart one by one, 

smiling lightly, “Look at the car, there is pork, beef and mutton, as well as imported goods, 

how can it not be considered a big meal.” 

Back then when Finn ate steamed buns every day, being able to have a barbecue was 

considered a big meal. 

And now, Finn is in the same situation as then, having spent all his money, now Finn is left 

with a few hundred in his paypal. 

If he went out for a western meal, it probably wouldn‟t even be enough, which is why Finn 

changed his mind temporarily. 

He had spent all his money on the jade brand before, and now he was really a poor man. 

It was only after buying the ingredients and arriving home that Finn „s phone came with a 

text message alert, Finn opened it and saw that it was two billion dollars in the account. 

Opening WeChat, without waiting for Finn to ask, he received a WeChat message from 

Charles: “Sorry young master, I just arrived home to give the jade medallion to the master, 

and just remembered that you don‟t have any money.” 

Finn was somewhat speechless, as expected, for Charles, the jade medallion was the most 

important thing. 

But on the basis of transferring an extra 900 million to him, Finn was fine with it. 

When he put away his phone, Finn handed the ingredients to Lin Mengqi and said, “Go 

cook.” 

That‟s right, even if he had money, Finn wasn‟t going to waste food.It was already agreed 

that Lin Mengqi would wash and cook and clean, but Finn hadn‟t eaten Lin Mengqi‟s food 

yet, and it was something that Finn had in mind to see if Lin Mengqi‟s cooking skills were 

really that great. 

Lin Mengqi received the ingredients and didn‟t argue, so she went to cook. 

Ever since Li Qiu Yu, this was the second time Finn had eaten other girls cooking, but to Finn 

„s surprise, Lin Mengqi‟s cooking was not a home-cooked meal, but a large dish. 



Looking at the finished product after Lin Mengqi was busy for three hours, Finn was stunned 

and couldn‟t help saying, “f*ck, steamed pork with jujube flour, fat beef in sour soup, 

chicken with jujube and ginseng, eight treasure duck, shrimp with garlic vermicelli, stewed 

abalone with pork ribs, Eisbein with Eisbein, Eisbein with spicy snowflake.Where did you 

learn so many dishes?” 

“I just love a little bit of it, so I taught myself.”Lin Mengqi threw out her tongue and said, 

“Taste it and see if it fits your stomach meat.” 

Finn „s index finger moved greatly, picking up a piece of ribs and putting it into his mouth, 

just slightly biting down, the bones came off without any trouble at all, while the taste 

naturally needless to say, it smells so good! 
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After drinking and eating to his heart‟s content, Finn plopped down on the couch and went 

to sleep comfortably, waking up again, it was already twelve noon. 

Another night‟s sleep on the sofa made Finn „s neck fall into the pillow. 

Looking around, it seemed that Lin Mengqi had gone out, and Finn didn‟t have any 

arrangements, so he also got up and went out to exercise. 

The unpleasant feeling of pillow fall, only those who had really experienced it knew that 

unpleasant feeling. 

“f*ck, it‟s so cold.” 

As soon as he left the room, Finn couldn‟t help but shrink back a step back into the house. 

Today was the third day of the third year, the weather outside was still very cold, even 

colder than yesterday, to go out and move his body Finn , his heart beat a retreat. 

“Forget it, let‟s find a door-to-door m A**euse online.”In the end, Finn couldn‟t beat the cold 

and decided to hunker down at home and not go out. 

The only thing that satisfied Finn was still the advanced technology nowadays, if in the past, 

one would have to go out for everything, but now there was no need at all.The company‟s 

main business is to provide a wide range of services and products to the public. 



The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the website. Remember the URL . 

But in the end, it was because of money, and money was the only way to enjoy so many 

convenient services. Finn couldn‟t help but sigh again, rich and wonderful! 

After waiting for about half an hour, the doorbell rang, so Finn got up to open the door. 

As soon as he opened a crack in the door, Finn felt the aroma coming, and to Finn „s 

surprise, the aroma was only a faint jasmine fragrance, and not the strong smell of an 

inferior perfume. 

After carefully sniffing the fragrance, Finn nodded his head in satisfaction and opened the 

door wide. 

“Shangguan Yue?” Finn „s eyebrows raised, not expecting that the one who opened the door 

and knocked was Shangguan Yue. 

Shangguan Yue held a silver toolbox and said, “Mr. Ye, I‟m the door-to-door m A**eur you 

called, can I come in?” 

Saying that, Shangguan Yue also winked playfully. 

Finn was disheveled in the wind for a long time before he came back to his senses and gave 

up his seat to invite Shangguan Yue in. 

It wasn‟t until he was sitting on the sofa that Finn couldn‟t help but ask, “How come it‟s 

you?” 

“What, am I bad?”Shangguan Yue was dissatisfied and puffed up her cheeks. 

Finn waved his hand evenly, “How could it be, a m A**euse as beautiful as you, who would 

be dissatisfied.” 

“Alright, I won‟t tease you anymore.”Only then did Shangguan Yue smiled, “It‟s like this, I 

came over to look for you for a bit of business, and when I got to the door, I saw a 

voluptuously dressed woman coming in, and only after I inquired did I know it was a m 

A**age, so I bought her toolbox.” 



“So that‟s how it was.” Finn shivered, fortunately it was Shangguan Yue who came, just by 

hearing Shangguan Yue say that the dressing was voluptuous, Finn knew it wasn‟t a good 

one. 

“You do know how to enjoy yourself and still have a door-to-door m Aage, what, are you 

always looking for a door-to-door m Aage ah?”Shangguan Yue questioned again. 

Finn quickly denied, “How is it possible, this is the first time.I slept with a fallen pillow last 

night, it was cold outside and I didn‟t want to go out, so I just got a m A**age.” 

“So ah.”Shangguan Yue suddenly nodded, then said, “Then you lie down well, I‟ll give you a 

m A**age, you fallow pillow how not to talk to me, but also such as outside to find.” 

“What‟s the use of talking to you, you stop it, and then give me a bad neck, I‟ve seen a m 

A**age to break the neck before the Internet.” Finn didn‟t dare to lie down, even if 

Shangguan Yue was well-intentioned, he didn‟t want any danger. 

Shangguan Yue huffed and was angry again, “Are you afraid that I will break your neck?I‟ll 

tell you the truth, in order to be your wife, I spent most of my childhood not studying 

academic courses, but learning how to be a housewife.M A**age is one of them, in order to 

learn how to do it well, I‟ve suffered a lot, so hurry up and lie down, I‟ll show you the results 

of my six months of study.” 

Finn was startled, never would have thought that Shangguan Yue had been quietly paying 

for him for an unknown number of years. 

Originally, Finn still felt that he didn‟t understand Shangguan Yue, it would take some time 

for the two of them to get to know each other, if it wasn‟t suitable, Finn wouldn‟t delay 

Shangguan Yue, but now it seemed that he had already lost track of how long he had been 

delaying Shangguan Yue. 

M A**age alone was six months of study, how long had the other types been studying? 

At first, Finn felt that as long as he didn‟t touch the fiancée that Chen Fangling had 

introduced to him, he wouldn‟t have to be responsible, but now it seemed that he was 

bound to be.The devotion that started after so many years without meeting her made Finn 

not know what else to do but to pamper her for the rest of his life. 

Thinking about it, Finn numbly lay down on the couch. 



“Lie still, don‟t scream even if it hurts, it will undermine my self-confidence.”Shangguan Yue 

warned and started to do it. 

Finn nodded, making up his mind that he would not scream no matter what happened. 

But the moment Shangguan Yue‟s small hand was placed on Finn „s neck, Finn couldn‟t help 

but cry out with an “ah”. 

“Sorry, you continue.” Finn laughed awkwardly. 

It wouldn‟t hurt to start pressing only because Shangguan Yue‟s small hand was cold and 

touched his neck, but he couldn‟t help it. 

Soon, Shangguan Yue‟s hand became warm. 

I guess Shangguan Yue was a little rusty as no one had practiced m A**age after learning 

it.So at first when Yue Shangguan pressed a few times, Finn thought that Yue Shangguan 

was doing it blindly, but after just five minutes, Yue Shangguan was getting better and 

better at it. 

Not only did Finn not feel half a fraction of the pain, but he was incomparably relieved. 

“Point at the bottom!”After Finn was convinced that Shangguan Yue was indeed skilled, he 

began to direct. 

“Below?Is this the place?”Shangguan Yue pressed vigorously. 

Finn was pressed just where his neck was sore and soft, he couldn‟t help but cry out and 

praise greatly, “Yes, yes, yes, that‟s it, press harder, phew, it‟s so refreshing!” 

The main thing about neck drop is that it‟s sore and soft, so even the best m Aeuse or 

master m Aage therapist will still make the patient cry out if they press in the right place. 

“Bang!” 

Just as Finn was incomparably soothed, the door was kicked open with a slam. 

” Finn , what the hell are you guys doing, shameless in broad daylight!” 



Only Lin Mengqi came in raging, her small face full of anger, but when Jean saw Finn lying 

on the sofa and Shangguan Yue sitting on the chair, she knew that she would be wrong, and 

blushing red, she ran up to the third floor and hid in the bedroom. 

“f*ck, I‟m scared to death.” Finn got up and just patted his chest, he just pressed a mo, so 

much so that Lin Mengqi made such a fuss about it. 

Shangguan Yue, however, was not as careless as Finn , and quickly reacted to why Lin 

Mengqi was so excited, and suddenly also ran up to the third floor with a blush. 

“Hey, what‟s wrong with you all?”Evan looked at the empty living room and was completely 

confused. 
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Unaware of the truth, Finn didn‟t think much about it, then he also went up to the third floor 

and entered Lin Mengqi‟s room, but saw that Lin Mengqi and Shangguan Yue were 

laughing and joking. 

Finn was a little surprised, “You guys know each other?” 

After Shangguan Yue and Lin Mengqi looked at each other, she opened her mouth to 

explain, “I‟m from the second cl A** of the Language Department‟s second year.But sister 

Mengqi is the department flower of our language department, to be a department flower in 

a place as beautiful as the language department, that‟s a first-cl A** beauty, I‟ve heard about 

sister Mengqi for a long time.” 

Lin Mengqi blushed and said, ” Finn , don‟t listen to Sister Yue‟s nonsense, although Sister 

Yue is only the cl A** flower of the first cl A**, but it‟s because during the selection, Sister 

Yue had something to go out and didn‟t participate, otherwise the department flower would 

definitely be Sister Yue.” 

Finn looked at the two girls who were commercially blowing each other, somewhat 

speechless, but also a little surprised and asked, “Like you, who‟s so beautiful, how come 

you‟re only the department flower and cl A** flower, what must the school flower look like?” 

“The school flower can only be selected after advancing to the fourth year, otherwise there 

are too many school flowers on campus and the quality drops.”Shangguan Yue explained. 



Finn nodded, he was also quite convinced by this argument, otherwise unless one was a 

great demon, it would be possible to defeat Lin Mengqi and Shangguan Yue in terms of 

face value. 

Originally, the two girls were still laughing and talking, but when they saw Finn come in, 

they stopped talking, and the atmosphere was a bit awkward. Finn couldn‟t help but start to 

think of wording, just at a certain moment, Finn brightened up and said, “Right, Little Yue, 

you said you were looking for me for something, what is it?” 

I don‟t know if the jade brand is that useful to you, but there is still a month and a half to go 

before the start of the school year, I investigated before, there are eighty antique shops in 

Fangzhou, as long as you go two a day, you can almost go all of them.The official will 

compensate you for your loss.” 

“Hiss…” 

Finn paused to suck in a breath of cold air, not because there was anything wrong with what 

Shangguan Yue had done, nor was it because Shangguan Yue‟s sacrifice had moved Finn , 

but rather how Finn hadn‟t originally thought of such a good idea. 

Going to jade shops and antique shops was indeed a good idea, anyway, there was nothing 

to aim for, it was really better to go through jade shops and antique shops, even if it was 

one shop to go through, going through the whole country, maybe it would really turn up a 

few. 

Don‟t look at the method dirt, but the victory is steady. 

It‟s better to choose the day than to hit it, Finn waved his hand, “Let‟s go, let‟s go see the 

antique shops now.” 

“Good!” 

Shangguan Yue and Lin Mengqi responded to the call and set off collectively. 

Day after day, Finn also felt motivated, it was like a treasure hunt, there was no chance that 

he would come across a jade medallion someday, so every day Finn was filled with p A**ion. 

Other things Finn didn‟t want to do was to go to antique shops and jade shops every day. 



Thirty-three days p A**ed by in a flash, and it was in this kind of daily treasure hunt, and in 

the blink of an eye, it was March 1. 

“Let‟s go, where are we going today?” Finn was ready to leave after eating. 

Although a month has p A**ed, but Finn „s mentality did not collapse, after all, it‟s just in 

Fangzhou now, even if you can‟t find Finn is not anxious, there are 660 cities with antique 

shops in the country, one can‟t find it, go to the next city, it‟s no big deal. 

But just because Finn doesn‟t explode, doesn‟t mean that others don‟t explode. 

For example, Lin Mengqi in front of him, reluctance written all over his face. 

“Nope, we‟ve gone through all the antique and jade shops in Fangzhou.”Shangguan Yue‟s 

words made Lin Mengqi happy, but then Shangguan Yue said, “Besides, now that school has 

started, we have to go back to school.” 

On hearing that, Lin Mengqi directly exploded, jumped at Finn on the desire to fight for his 

life: ” Finn , you return my vacation, a vacation I did nothing, just go out with you to see 

those old objects, my great youth wasted in vain.” 

Finn was on a break from school, so he had no concept of going to school, seeing Lin 

Mengqi‟s appearance couldn‟t help but make him sound like his once bitter self, so he 

comfortably hugged Lin Mengqi and patted her back, “Alright, alright, so how do you want 

me to make it up to you?” 

For Finn to hug Lin Mengqi, Shangguan Yue was already not surprised, for the past month, 

Lin Mengqi was always discouraged, and Finn would so comfortingly coax Lin Mengqi.It 

would be a lie for Shangguan Yue to say that she wasn‟t jealous, after all, she was Finn „s 

fiancée. 

But Finn had told Shangguan Yue that he only treated Lin Mengqi as his little sister, and 

only then did Shangguan Yue stop. 

Originally, Finn still thought of Lin Mengqi as a woman, but after more than a month of 

contact, Finn realized that Lin Mengqi‟s personality was more like a child, and even had 

some princess disease in her, being proud, mischievous and not growing up. 



No wonder Lin Guopeng didn‟t trust Lin Mengqi to go out and make a name for herself, 

thinking that it was because he was worried about Lin Mengqi being cheated.But maybe it 

was Lin Guopeng‟s overprotection that caused Lin Mengqi to look like this. 

“I want you to go to school with me, every time school starts there are boys who send a 

bunch of stuff and a bunch of others who pursue me, I‟m so annoyed that you‟re posing as 

my boyfriend, they‟ll know when to back off.”After thinking for half a day, Lin Mengqi ended 

up laughing and showing a smug look, as if she was smart. 

Finn , however, was somewhat speechless, he had already felt the murderous aura coming 

from Shangguan Yue.And this approach of Lin Mengqi was not smart ah, it was obviously a 

rhythm given for nothing. 

Just when Finn was about to refuse, Lin Mengqi showed a pitiful appearance, “Brother Ye, 

are you going to refuse me?You said you‟d make it up to me.” 

“Okay, okay, I promise you.” Finn patted Lin Mengqi‟s shoulder. 

Only then did Lin Mengqi happily go to change her clothes and get ready for the school 

dress code. 

On the other hand, Finn was having a hard time explaining to Shangguan Yue. 

In fact, Finn also knew that Shangguan Yue was not cautious, in this month, Finn liked 

Shangguan Yue more and more, but he never forgot that there were five other women in 

other cities, just a few days ago, Finn completely confessed everything with Shangguan Yue, 

saying that there were five women before, and three of them even became big stars. 

It was thought that Shangguan Yue would struggle for a while, but Shangguan Yue quickly 

accepted the previous ones, but gave Finn a death order, forbidding him to get involved in 

any more flowers in the future. 

This kind of generosity made Finn feel even more sorry for Shangguan Yue, that‟s why he 

listened to Shangguan Yue‟s words more. 

It was only after an explanation that Shangguan Yue completely subsided, and then 

Shangguan Yue took out his phone to make a call. 

Finn was a little curious, “Who are you calling?” 



“Of course it‟s a call to the principal, otherwise you‟d need to prop it up at least until 

tomorrow, wouldn‟t you have lost your appointment with Lin Mengqi.”Shangguan Yue said 

without a good mood. 

Finn knew that Shangguan Yue‟s knife mouth and bean curd heart, after being touched a 

little, Finn couldn‟t help but kiss Shangguan Yue‟s face, blowing in Shangguan Yue‟s ear, 

“Wife, you‟re so good!”. 
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Finn chose the sophomore cl A** of the language department, and the seat was naturally 

next to Lin Mengqi‟s. 

After all, it was to satisfy Lin Mengqi, and Finn had no other choice. 

The sudden arrival of Finn „s transfer student didn‟t cause much of a fuss, but when Finn sat 

next to Lin Mengqi, he felt the malice of the whole cl A**. 

Envy and jealousy, everything. 

But Finn has long been used to this mode of life, completely ignoring the eyes of others, 

lying on the seat is a big sleep. 

The long-awaited return to the cl A**room, Finn most missed either reading, or lying on the 

desk beautiful sleep. 

I don‟t know how long he slept before Finn was woken up by the sound of talking. 

“Cl A**mate Lin, I don‟t know if you have time after school, but I would like to discuss some 

ancient poetry with you.” 

Looking up, Finn saw a handsome man who was smiling and asking about Lin Mengqi, Finn 

had a few impressions of him man, he seemed to be the cl A** president and one of the two 

major department gr A**es, called Gao Xingyu. 

The first time I saw him, I thought he was a good guy. The first website 

If it was before, Finn would naturally be very envious and jealous, but there was nothing he 

could do about the other party.But now it was different, Finn didn‟t have any thoughts of 



taking care of Gao Xingyu at all, not even the thought of raising his eyelids for a second 

glance. 

Don‟t look at Gao Xingyu in school as a rich and handsome, and also a department gr A** 

and academic bully, but for Finn , it was too juvenile.The only thing to say about Gao 

Xingyu‟s advantage is that he is young. 

When he looked at the whole cl A**, Finn found that all the male compatriots were looking 

this way, not at Finn „s jokes, they were all staring at Lin Mengqi, as if they were begging Lin 

Mengqi to never agree to Gao Xingyu‟s request. 

Finn could tell at a glance that these male compatriots were also Lin Mengqi‟s admirers. 

“I still have to go home after school to cook dinner, it seems like I won‟t be able to make it 

above time, Gao Ban, I‟m sorry.” 

Lin Mengqi smiled lightly, her tone was sincere with a little playfulness and pettiness, there 

was no perfunctory meaning at all, no matter who heard it, no one would have negative 

feelings towards her. 

“I didn‟t expect Lin to be so virtuous and to cook for herself in her spare time, so let‟s 

explore it at another time.”Gao Xingyu revealed a mouthful of large white teeth, and left 

with an elegant nod. 

“Cut.” 

Finn disdainfully shook his head, so there was lying on the table. 

Without even thinking about it, he knew that Gao Xingyu wanted to pursue Lin Mengqi, Finn 

only felt that Gao Xingyu was childish, and also used the rhetoric of discussing learning, and 

not a primary school student, it is possible that the current set of primary school students 

are playing better than Gao Xingyu. 

As for the results of Lin Mengqi‟s rejection, it was as Finn expected.After all, with someone 

as good as Finn around, where was the chance for Gao Xingyu to come out? 

“Cl A**mate, may I discuss something with you?” 



Finn looked up and saw Gao Xingyu go and return, and inevitably frowned, “What‟s wrong, 

First Cl A** Leader, what‟s the matter with me?” 

Finn had already calculated in his mind that as long as Gao Xingyu wanted to make things 

difficult for him, he would definitely not be merciful. 

Even the wording, Finn had thought of four or five sets of words, absolutely enough. 

Just as Finn had expected, Gao Xingyu really made a move to teach him a lesson, but the 

method was a bit deceiving to Finn . 

Only Gao Xingyu took out an envelope from his bosom and said, “Cl Amate, in order not 

to disturb Lin’s home for dinner, I think it’s better to talk about it at the end of cl A.” 

“Then what?”Evan was a little puzzled. 

“So I would like you to change seats and act conveniently, and this money is yours.” 

Saying that, Gao Xingyu opened the envelope, and inside was a thick stack of red bills. 

Seemingly afraid that Finn couldn‟t see the situation, Gao Xingyu explained again, “Here is 

two thousand yuan, is it okay to change seats.” 

The whole cl A** was shocked by this move. 

“fck, cl A* president oxymoron.” 

“Two thousand dollars for a seat change, what a dirtbag!” 

“The cl A** president is just goofy and handsome, he‟s so nice to his cl Amates, wow, I’m 

going to love the cl A president!” 

The students were shocked and couldn‟t help but turn their attention to Finn , ready to see 

how Finn would handle the matter. 

Looking at Gao Xingyu‟s smug smile, Finn also laughed. 



Gao Xingyu didn‟t engage in that kind of pressure or verbal insults, but used a positive 

plan.If Finn took this money, then he would be looked down upon by his cl Amates, but if 

he didn’t take this money, it was as if he was not giving face to the cl A president.And 

with so much money, the other students would also think it was a dead fool who wanted to 

save face. 

But what was a difficult problem for the others was actually of no use to Finn . 

Finn reached out and grabbed the money in his hand without even counting it and smiled, 

“Cl A** President is so kind, how can I refuse, I‟ll change seats.” 

Gao Xingyu showed a righteous expression and lightly smiled, “This student is not polite, I 

don‟t care about a mere two thousand, but seeing you so happy, I‟m sure two thousand is 

very important to you, it should be enough for you to eat steamed bread for a year.I can 

help a poor student like you, I‟m also fulfilling my obligation as cl A** president.” 

Gao Xingyu spoke breezily, but the words mocked Finn . 

The other students also showed their disdain, and the girls who originally had a few good 

feelings for a little handsome guy like Finn also showed their disdain. 

Finn smiled, as if he didn‟t see it. 

Gao Xingyu was still an expert at using tricks, and it was a series of tricks.Receiving money 

for a seat would be despised, and someone else who was so despised would definitely give 

the money back to Gao Xingyu in a huff, and Gao Xingyu would be able to get Finn „s seat 

without spending a penny, and would also be able to get applause from the cl A** for being 

generous. 

Only these were still useful in treating children, but Finn had grown into a little fox now and 

saw through the scheme with a glance. 

With a faint smile hanging on the corner of his mouth, Finn turned his head and patted Lin 

Mengqi‟s shoulder, saying, “Mengqi, the money is collected, I should change seats, or you 

and I can change seats.” 

Lin Mengqi hadn‟t said anything, just because she saw Finn „s composure.After all, Finn was 

an existence where millions were taken as change, so why would he care about a mere two 



thousand.From the moment Finn collected the money, Lin Mengqi knew that Finn didn‟t 

hold back his good intentions. 

But Lin Mengqi didn‟t expect Finn to be so cheap, changing seats with her at the same table, 

what‟s the difference between that and not changing seats? 

But honestly, cheap is a bit cheap, but it‟s also really practical ah. 

Lin Mengqi forced a smile and said, “Yeah, I‟m willing to switch seats with you.” 

Finn looked at Lin Mengqi‟s slightly exaggerated acting skills, the bottom of his heart 

speechless at the same time, on the surface still with the color of surprise: “Mengqi, look, cl 

A** president big kindness gave me two thousand, a while after school you don‟t need to 

cook, I‟ll take you out to eat a good meal, I remember there are still cl A**es in the 

afternoon, after lunch left over money can still find a hotel to rest, quite good.” 

As soon as this was said, the entire cl A** fell silent, followed by an outburst of lying. 

“f*ck, the new transfer student is so good at it?” 

“f*ck, it looks like Lin Mengqi and him already know each other, why else would they be so 

cooperative in switching seats?” 

“f*ck, Gao Xingyu is just a big idiot, not only did he give money to people for food, he even 

gave money for going to a hotel, I‟m so drunk!” 

“……..” 

A large chunk of sarcasm, Finn couldn‟t help but look up to admire Gao Xingyu‟s expression. 

Watching Gao Xingyu‟s expression go from complacency to surprise, to anger, and finally to 

incompetent growling, this look was not to mention how interesting, hey, the rich people‟s 

life was so unpretentious and boring. 
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“RING RING!” 



The cl A** bell rang at the right time, and Gao Xingyu looked at Finn and eventually 

returned to his seat without saying a word. 

“Pfft.” 

When Lin Mengqi saw this, she couldn‟t help but sneak a smile and extended a thumb 

towards Finn . 

Of course, it was a sneaky one, at least in front of her cl A**mates, she was still a goddess. 

Finn helplessly shook his head, so he lay down on the table, the current kids wanted to play 

a routine with him, still a little tender. 

“Alright, stop messing around and get ready for the cl A** meeting.” 

The cl A** teacher stood on the stage and clapped his hands, after signaling the cl A** to be 

quiet, he took out an opaque box. 

Finn , who was lying on the table, raised his head, and there was some appreciation in his 

eyes. 

The cl A** teacher was called Ye Jiaqi, and according to Finn „s understanding, she was also 

a graduate student of this university, and was preparing to take the PhD exam when she was 

only twenty-four, very impressive. The first website m. 

Finn admired such a girl very much, and most importantly, Ye Jiaqi was very good-looking, 

not inferior to Lin Mengqi in any way, and I heard that she was also rated as the school 

flower in her senior year. 

The years did not leave the slightest trace on Ye Jiaqi, she is still youthful and beautiful, 

especially the OL professional dress with black silk stockings, which has a bit of sexiness that 

only matured women have, plus the attributes of a teacher, which makes Finn even more 

intrigued. 

As for what Ye Jiaqi said Finn didn‟t pay attention to what was going on until he got the roll 

he understood what was going on. 

It was a voting paper on which the position of cl A** president was chosen. 



When he got this form, Finn was curious about Gao Xingyu, after all, Gao Xingyu was the cl 

A** president, was the re-election Ye Jiaqi‟s dissatisfaction with Gao Xingyu? 

But when he saw the faint smile on Gao Xingyu‟s lips, he was even more puzzled. 

Lin Mengqi explained on the side, “Cl A** president is re-elected every semester, but since 

freshman year, Gao Xingyu has been elected for three semesters in a row, so I guess it‟ll be 

Gao Xingyu this time.” 

“No wonder he‟s so confident.”Without thinking too much, Finn knew that Gao Xingyu must 

have played some tricks like spending money to bribe some of his cl A**mates. 

But these were of no concern to Finn , after all, he wasn‟t using school as his central axis, so 

he might have gone to another city to look for the jade medallion someday. 

Coming to school now was only because of compensating Lin Mengqi. 

“Just fill in whoever you like, I‟ll sleep for a while, call me after school.” Finn put the survey 

paper on Lin Mengqi‟s desk and fell back to sleep. 

“Wake up, wake up.” 

Finn only just fell asleep and was woken up by Lin Mengqi. 

“Is it dinner time so soon?” Finn rubbed his sleepy eyes and yawned in a daze. 

“Are you Finn ?” 

Hearing the lovely questioning voice, Finn raised his eyes and saw Ye Jiaqi, who was from far 

and near. 

Finn instantly came to his senses and said, “Yes, teacher, I am Finn .” 

Ye Jiaqi frowned slightly, but still handed a handbook to Finn and said, “The new cl A** 

president of the new semester is you, Finn , do your best!” 

Huh? 



Cl A** monitor? 

Finn fell asleep and said in surprise, “Shouldn‟t the cl A** leader be Gao Xingyu.” 

Saying that, Finn turned his head to look at Gao Xingyu, only to see that Gao Xingyu was 

looking gloomy and gnashing his teeth, and was even redder in shame and anger at the 

mention of his name by Finn . 

“Alright, cl Amate Ye, give your cl A president speech.”Ye Jiaqi pushed Finn onto the 

podium without answering Finn „s question. 

“Wait a minute!”Gao Xingyu suddenly clapped his hands and said loudly, “I think there‟s an 

element of fraud in the voting, he‟s a transfer student who just arrived today, why should he 

be the cl A** president?” 

Once this was said, the whole cl A** began to nod and discuss, Gao Xingyu‟s words were not 

unreasonable, a new student had slept all morning and didn‟t even have a chance to mix 

things up, so why would he get the majority of votes. 

Ye Jiaqi also nodded thoughtfully and asked, “Who all voted Finn , please raise your hand, 

it‟s taking too much time to check the votes.” 

This time, the votes were all real names, that was to prevent forgery. 

As soon as the question was asked, Finn was stunned, while Gao Xingyu was shocked, 

“That‟s impossible!” 

Only the entire cl A** raised their hands in unison, and there was even Gao Xingyu himself 

among the hands raised. 

Finn was a little curious, “How did you think to vote for me?” 

By all rights, the most unlikely person to vote was Gao Xingyu. 

Gao Xingyu gritted his teeth, “I originally thought I would win, that‟s why I voted for you.” 

Finn nodded in a daze, voting was that each person could cast a vote for each of the two 

candidates, Gao Xingyu in addition to voting for himself, in addition to voting for Finn , but 

also appeared to be atmospheric and unconventional. 



As for the other students, no need to think about it, Finn guessed that this is also the same 

idea, are a vote for Gao Xinyu, a vote for the irrelevant Finn . 

When he opened the ballot box, Finn smiled.Because his and Lin Mengqi‟s rolls were on the 

ballot besides voting for Finn . 

That‟s why Gao Xingyu‟s vote lost by a narrow margin. 

Don‟t say that Finn didn‟t expect this result, even the students who voted didn‟t expect it to 

be like this, right? 

The result was right in front of him, Gao Xingyu could not say anything, so he could only sit 

down silently. 

Finn , on the other hand, cleared his throat and said, “Maybe there are still students who 

don‟t know me, my name is Finn , originally I only wanted to eat and play and spend my 

college time absentmindedly, since I‟m now elected to the position of cl A** president, 

naturally I can‟t spend my time absentmindedly alone.” 

“Hmph, still saying condoms.”Gao Xingyu let out a cold snort, this catchphrase had been 

around for decades. 

Finn laughed and didn‟t pay any attention to Gao Xingyu, but continued, “So I‟ve decided to 

bring everyone together to eat, drink, and spend the university time absentmindedly.” 

Saying that, Finn took out his mobile phone and sent out 10,000 red envelopes directly in 

the cl A**‟s WeChat group, divided into 30 copies: “A small token of appreciation, not a 

token of respect, eat and drink well at noon.” 

Ten thousand red envelopes, more than three hundred each, enough for a good meal for 

college students. 

But Finn didn‟t pay attention to the option, sent into a sparring red envelope. 

After Gao Xingyu snatched the red envelope, he smirked, “Eat and drink well, what to eat 

and drink with a district of three dollars?Let us like you eat steamed buns and pickles and 

drink cold water it, but it‟s also difficult for you, three pieces each, the whole cl A** of thirty 

people also want a hundred pieces, enough to cover your living expenses for half a month.” 



Without waiting for Finn to speak, a cl Amate howled, “fck, Finn , no, Lord Cl A President, I 

love you to death, you’ve really picked the right cl A* president!” 

Gao Xingyu frowned, “What‟s wrong, it‟s just three dollars, so why are you so surprised, 

you‟ve never seen money before?” 

The student glanced at Gao Xingyu and said, “Three pieces?Look carefully, it‟s a lucky red 

envelope fight, who‟s to blame if you‟re unlucky, but I‟ve robbed a hundred dollars!” 

“A hundred is so exciting, I grabbed more than two hundred.”Another student rejoiced, “But 

this isn‟t even the king of luck, how much is the most robbed ah, how much money did the 

cl A** president adults give out?” 

Once this question was asked, all the students opened their red envelopes to check the luck 

king. 

Only to see that the best luck was none other than cl A** teacher Ye Jiaqi, and the amount 

was actually $5524.98! 
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All the students couldn‟t help but suck in a breath of cold air and looked at Ye Jiaqi. 

Ye Jiaqi‟s hands were trembling as she held her cell phone, apparently also not calm. 

She was only a postgraduate student, part-time as a cl A** teacher, but was only responsible 

for managing discipline, the salary given by the school was only two thousand eight 

hundred yuan a month, snatching a red envelope was comparable to two months salary. 

Finn didn‟t expect the result to be like this, so he smiled and said, “Since the teacher 

snatched the most, then it would be troublesome for him to treat everyone to dinner.” 

He originally wanted Ye Jiaqi to just take out a portion of it, not that he was stingy, but he 

was worried that Ye Jiaqi would have a mental burden. 

Sure enough, only when he heard Finn „s words did Ye Jiaqi regain her composure and 

nodded at Finn with a slight appreciation. 



Without waiting for Ye Jiaqi to open his mouth, Gao Xingyu sneered, ” Finn , aren‟t you rich, 

what are you still using the teacher‟s for, you won‟t take out all your money, you‟re shy in 

the bag now.” 

“Shy?I‟m still shy.” Finn glanced at Gao Xingyu and said, “It‟s not just dinner, it‟s nothing, you 

guys say where you want to go, just take it as a benefit from this squad leader‟s 

inauguration.” 

Finn was rich, but there was no need to spend money on a bunch of strangers. 

But now that he was at least a squad leader, Finn had more or less started to enjoy the 

duties of a squad leader.But to thoroughly enjoy it, you have to completely conquer your cl 

A**mates, and the best way to conquer the talentless and virtuous Finn is to spend. 
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Gao Xingyu smiled and said, “Since Lord Cl A** President wants to treat us, we can‟t refuse, 

so let‟s go to the Jade Dragon Hotel.” 

Hearing the Jade Dragon Hotel, the whole cl A** couldn‟t help but reveal their shock. 

Seeing the situation, Finn knew that the Jade Dragon Hotel was a high consumption hotel, 

but for him, how high could the highest consumption hotel here be?It‟s just a third tier city. 

“What, don‟t you dare?”Gao Xingyu smiled coldly, his eyes showing sarcasm. 

He hadn‟t wanted to go to dinner either, just to deliberately disgust Finn and take the 

opportunity to suppress his fireworks, thus wresting back a city. 

“Che, it‟s just a jade dragon, what‟s the big deal, walk.” Finn said, and got off the stage to 

start packing his school bag. 

It was now almost time for school to end, and when the packing was done it was time for cl 

A** to end. 

The whole cl A** went into a frenzy, the Yulong Hotel was a rare three-star hotel in 

Fangzhou, in the past, not to mention going for a meal, even a glance at it would feel like a 

luxury. 



Finn was so light-hearted, and even more so, a group of young girls were so enchanted that 

they almost gave birth to monkeys to Finn . 

Gao Xingyu‟s eyes narrowed and he snorted coldly, no more words. 

He had already made up his mind that even if Finn could really afford to hire him, he would 

make Finn bleed heavily. 

“Gao Shao, it looks like Finn doesn‟t care about this amount of money ah, we probably 

won‟t be able to spend a few thousand even if we eat more.”Gao Xingyu‟s tablemate was 

slightly worried. 

Gao Xingyu glanced at the little skinny monkey with inverted triangle eyes beside him, a 

trace of ruthlessness flashed in his eyes, “Liu Weiqiang, are you stupid, who told you to eat, 

we‟re going to drink, the reason I chose the Jade Dragon Hotel instead of a higher cl A** 

hotel is because the wine in the Jade Dragon Hotel is the most expensive, a bottle of Maotai 

is a few thousand yuan, and there are tens of thousands of bottles of red wine, drink a few 

bottles ofIt could bankrupt Evan of drinking.” 

“Drink?”Liu Weiqiang‟s eyes popped out with a brilliant mane: “I dare not say anything else, 

but I‟m good at drinking.Gao Shao, your move is wonderful.Don‟t say we two, I alone can 

drink until he goes bankrupt, Jie Jie.” 

Listening to Liu Weiqiang‟s strange laugh, Gao Xingyu felt more and more like a monkey.But 

now the more he looked at Liu Weiqiang, the more pleasing to his eyes, he could do 

whatever it took to get rid of Finn and regain control of the cl A** president position. 

The sound of the two conspiring wasn‟t too loud, and Ye Jiaqi didn‟t hear it even though she 

was very close, but a woman‟s intuition told her that Gao Xingyu might want to harm Finn 

.After all, it was Finn „s arrival that had occupied Gao Xingyu‟s position as cl A** president. 

Ye Jiaqi didn‟t think that a few words could make Gao Xinyu change his ways, so she came 

to Finn „s front and whispered: ” Finn , I‟d rather forget about it, the teacher will pay for 

everyone to eat in the hotel in front of the school.The red envelope is also enough for 

dinner.” 

“Teacher is right, there‟s no need to go to the Jade Dragon Hotel, just eat one in front of the 

school, even if you‟re rich, there‟s no need to fight for your breath and invite haters to 

dinner, keeping this money would be better than buying me a birthday present, my birthday 

will be here soon.”Lin Mengqi also said on the side. 



Finn was slightly surprised, “Mengqi, your birthday is quite big, it‟s still the first month.” 

“Yeah, so save the money for my present.”Lin Mengqi advised again. 

Finn rubbed Lin Mengqi‟s little head and lightly smiled, “I‟ll prepare for you on your 

birthday, but it‟s still a meal.” 

Finn didn‟t care about this money, and had promised his cl Amates, if he didn’t follow 

through, wouldn’t he lose face and lose the prestige of his cl A president. 

Soon, the group arrived at the Jade Dragon Hotel. 

Because the distance was not far, everyone went there on foot, and it was only ten minutes 

away, which was considered very close. 

Looking at the large number of people entering the Jade Dragon Hotel, it really scared the 

waiter. 

“A big private room.” Finn waved his hand in a big way, not caring at all about this small 

amount of money . 

But the waiter was a pale face, “I‟m sorry sir, the big box here has been booked, only the box 

called small is left, but it‟s enough to sit all of you, is that okay with you?” 

The waiters were all very eyesight-priced, and from Finn „s speech and mannerisms, he knew 

that Finn always went in and out of such places, so his attitude was quite righteous, and he 

didn‟t have the slightest pretense of taking it. 

“Okay, a small point is a small point, go arrange it.” Finn nodded his head and casually threw 

200 yuan to the waiter as spending. 

The waiter was overjoyed and his attitude became more and more sincere, so he even went 

to make arrangements. 

This scene was also seen by many students, and they were even more certain in their hearts 

that Finn was a rich man. 

Earlier, giving red envelopes to cl Amates could be said to consolidate the position of 

the cl A president, then tipping the waiters would really mean that Finn was very rich. 



In Fangzhou, in fact, the average monthly income was only about four thousand, and the 

monthly living expenses of students were only fifteen to two thousand. 

Finn casually gave two hundred, which not only made a group of students envious. 

“Little handsome boy, can you come over here.” 

When the waiter didn‟t come back, a woman wearing mink and dressed beautifully came 

over, the woman belonged to a very durable and the more you looked, the better you 

looked, especially the slightly sexy meaning on her body, which made Finn „s heart 

somewhat surging. 

“What‟s the matter.” Finn smiled and then greeted her, for beautiful women, he has always 

been a comer. 
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The beauty brought Finn to a slightly secluded place before blushing a bit and opening her 

mouth: “Hello, my name is Bai Ru, I booked a private room today to prepare for an old cl 

A**mate‟s party, the food is ready, but something came up temporarily and I met three 

hours later, now the food is ready.I see that you are also ready to book a private room, or 

else can we switch, you top my box, can we?I can give you a half-price discount.” 

“So, that‟s fine.” Finn didn‟t refuse Bai Rou‟s request, especially seeing that the configuration 

of the compartment was also quite satisfactory. 

Not only was it a deluxe compartment, but there were exactly three tables, enough for the 

entire cl A** to dine.The most important thing was that each table was a deluxe version, and 

one table cost 10,000 yuan, which was already considered luxurious for a place like 

Fangzhou. 

In fact, this was all that Finn could order, and now that there were ready-made ones, why 

wouldn‟t Finn enjoy it. 

“But half price is fine, I‟m not someone who likes to take advantage, just call the waiter here 

and I‟ll swipe my card.” Finn added. 

All the fees added up to only forty thousand yuan, Finn was not far behind, there was no 

need to take advantage of Bai Rou. 



Bai Ru was slightly startled, didn‟t expect Finn to be so generous, inevitably somewhat 

touched, “Then I won‟t be polite to you, I‟m quite respectable in Fangzhou, if you have 

anything to do, just remember to look for me, this is my business card, you take it.” 

As a result, Bai Ru‟s business card, Finn put it in his bosom without even looking at it, and 

with a smile on his lips, he said, “Then I‟ll thank Bai Ru first.” 

He said so, but in fact, Finn didn‟t care at all, after all, if it was said that Fangzhou was the 

strongest, then it must be the Shangguan family, and he was now considered the son-in-law 

of the Shangguan family, not to say all-powerful in Fangzhou, at least there was no problem 

to walk horizontally, so there was even less need for Bai Ru. 

The reason for taking the business card is simply because Finn is not good at refusing 

requests from beautiful women. A second to remember to read the book 

“First Cl A**, what are you doing here, but I had a hard time finding you!” 

Just at this moment, Gao Xingyu walked over from afar. 

When Bai Rou saw this, she smiled and said, “I‟ll leave you alone, I wish you a happy meal 

oh.” 

Saying that, Bai Rou left. 

And it just so happened that Gao Xingyu also came over and said, “Lord Cl A** Leader, I 

thought you found it expensive to consume here and ran away, I never thought you would 

have the leisure to ridicule a beautiful woman, it really makes me admire ah.” 

“Who let this squad leader look too handsome and compelling.”With a dashing shrug, Finn 

returned to the crowd of the cl A**. 

Instead of disgusting Finn , Gao Xingyu was almost disgusted by Finn . 

When he returned to the cl A** crowd, Gao Xingyu sneered, “Big cl A** leader, we came here 

to eat, you still have time to hook up with other women, do you think that we students are 

air ah, very unworthy to look at a few eyes ah.” 



Hearing the prickly words, Finn laughed and spoke, “Don‟t take me for you, I sold my lust to 

talk to a beautiful woman for better enjoyment, I‟ve already booked a private room and 

dishes for a beautiful woman.” 

“Oh, booked it?Is it a $1,000 standard table?Cl A** President is so rich, he won‟t be so 

stingy.”Gao Xingyu smiled coldly, his eyes filled with disdain. 

The other students couldn‟t help but nod their heads in agreement. 

Finn „s red envelopes in the cl A** were 10,000 big bags, and the meals were just a few 

thousand, it was really no poker face.Or was it really as Gao Xingyu guessed, Finn was 

actually poorer than the others, and had already spent a lot of living expenses in cl A**, and 

was now shy in the bag. 

Gao Xingyu could not help but show joy at the sight of this. 

This was the effect he wanted, to have the whole cl A** discard Finn and re-elect the cl A** 

president. 

To this end, Gao Xingyu even bit his tongue and said, “Cl Amates, I don’t think our Lord Cl 

A President can afford anything too expensive, so let‟s say I‟ll treat everyone to dinner, five 

thousand dollars a table for a premium package, so don‟t make it difficult for the cl A** 

president.” 

By doing this, he was only trying to punch Finn in the face, and by the way, he was able to 

gain the trust of his cl A**mates. 

Using fifteen thousand to kill two birds with one stone, Gao Xingyu still felt that it was worth 

it. 

And as Gao Xingyu‟s lapdog, Liu Weiqiang echoed on the side, “Gao Shao is really 

atmospheric, you‟re actually the big cl A** president in our hearts.” 

Saying that, he turned his head to look at the waiter who came over, so he said with a proud 

face, “Hear that, our Gao Shao wants a premium set menu, quickly go and prepare three 

tables for us, and the private room is also changed to a bigger one, understand?” 



“This student, I‟m so sorry, the luxury box that was just vacated has been booked by this 

young master, and now there are only small boxes left, is that okay with you?”The waiter 

explained with an apologetic face. 

Liu Weiqiang‟s eyebrows furrowed, “Young Master?Which young master is here besides 

Young Master Gao?” 

Gao Xingyu heard not satisfied nodded, walked forward: “Go call your manager, how when a 

waiter are so eyeless price, this is the Jade Dragon Hotel, really let me down.” 

Stretched out his hand pointed to the Finn , high Xingyu and sneered: “Moreover, you can 

not see that I and he who is better it, not to say anything else, on the set menu, I but to the 

senior set menu, high and low!” 

The waiter furrowed his brow, but quickly returned calmly, revealing a professional fake 

smile, “Sir, I‟m afraid you‟ve misunderstood, but this young master has set a luxury package 

of 10,000 yuan, which is the most premium package of all the packages.” 

“What!” 

Gao Xingyu was dumbfounded, he hit Finn in the face, all based on the fact that Finn had 

set a standard package of one thousand dollars. 

What‟s up with the deluxe package! 

One table is 10,000, three tables is 30,000, it‟s even more overbearing and extravagant than 

the three premium set menus he booked for a total of 15,000 yuan, ah. 

Liu Weiqiang was also embarr Aed, but soon it was a rage, ” Finn , you booked such an 

expensive one, why didn’t you say so earlier, did you want Gao Shao to be embarr 

Aed?” 

“Embarr Aing?That’s what you guys have brought upon yourselves, when I said that 

I’ve set anything, it’s completely just your Aumptions.” Finn smiled and glanced at Gao 

Xingyu and Liu Weiqiang, so he leisurely said, “This is called asking for humiliation, I can‟t be 

blamed.” 

Gao Xingyu only felt his face burning, although Finn didn‟t do anything, but he was slapped 

in the face instead, more so than an actual slap in the face! 



Liu Weiqiang even more hate to find a seam, it is so humiliating, he does not know how to 

hang out in front of his cl A**mates in the future.The first thing that you need to know is 

how to get rid of the problem. 

The two faces were red and swollen with shame and indignation, but the whole cl A** 

looked at the melon, this melon, they are considered to be more enjoyable to eat. 

“Alright, cl A**mates, let‟s go to the deluxe compartment!”With a big wave of his hand, Finn 

took all the students towards the luxury compartment, only Gao Xingyu and Liu Weiqiang 

remained where they were. 

Only after a long time did Gao Xingyu clenched his fist in resentment and said, “If this 

revenge is not avenged, I will not be surnamed Gao!” 

Liu Weiqiang shivered in fear, he knew Gao Xingyu‟s true strength, he couldn‟t help but 

comfortingly say at the side, “Gao Shao don‟t be anxious, this kid Finn doesn‟t know where 

he came from, but even if he‟s a dragon, in Fangzhou, he‟s still a dish for you not.” 

On hearing this, only then did Gao Xingyu smiled proudly and said, “In Fangzhou, apart 

from the Bai family and the Shangguan family, my Gao family has nothing to fear, Finn , 

sooner or later there will be a time when you will feel bad!” 
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The waiter brought everyone to the luxury box, the specifications inside was really different 

from the outside inquiry, magnificent and and also a suite, the place was very large. 

Finn inquired earlier, in fact, there was no imperial compartment here, the best 

compartment is now the luxury compartment. 

It was also true, a three star hotel, how much more consumption ah, this kind of 

consumption of tens of thousands, it was already remarkable. 

“Let‟s take our seats in an orderly manner.” Finn clapped his hands, three tables could seat a 

total of thirty-six people, and the entire cl A** counting the teacher was only thirty-one 

people, so the location was very ample. 



Although the dishes were only set menus, but it was also a luxury set menu, which had a lot 

of mountain and sea food, and the plate was exquisite, many students were the first time to 

see it, inevitably very satisfied with the orderly seating. 

“What‟s the point of just eating, how can you be considered a man without drinking some 

wine?”Gao Xingyu idly walked in as if it was his own home, and when he saw Finn , disdain 

appeared in his eyes again. 

Finn raised his eyebrows slightly, never thought that Gao Xingyu could still be resurrected in 

place with full blood after being hit in the face like this, also this was a buildable talent, but 

in the field of shamelessness. 

Seeing that Finn didn‟t say anything, Gao Xingyu sneered, “How about this, I won‟t bully 

you, as the previous cl A** president, I also have the obligation to serve my cl A**mates, let‟s 

AA the money for the drinks, what do you think?” 

Upon hearing that, Finn smiled and nodded his head, “Okay, then AA.” 

The fact that he didn‟t say anything didn‟t mean that he didn‟t want to invite guests, but 

simply didn‟t want to invite Gao Xingyu, since Gao Xingyu AA, he could pay half of the 

money, so why not. First URL m. 

“Since it‟s AA, how about ordering some more upscale dishes, or how about starting with 

two Australian lobsters?”Gao Xingyu had a faint smile on his lips. 

Australian lobsters were not cheap, finely crafted, and here two of them would cost a 

thousand dollars. 

Although it wasn‟t as expensive as wine, it could still make Finn bleed a little. 

Finn smiled and said boldly, “Waiter, give us thirty-one Australian lobsters!” 

“Yes, sir.”The waiter nodded his head and went down. 

Gao Xingyu‟s face was a little pale, and he couldn‟t say a word for half a day. 

“What‟s the matter, ordered two just to let yeh two taste?Everyone in the cl A** is here, and 

I‟m not good enough to be the cl A** president if I don‟t let everyone taste it.Don‟t you 

think so, former high cl A** president.” Finn said laughingly. 



Gao Xingyu‟s face turned a little red and said, ” Finn , can you f*cking stop acting like a 

pussy, do you know how much a large Australian lobster costs, you‟re just yelling here, and 

you‟re working on more than thirty, you really don‟t know how to die!” 

Finn was a bit speechless, it wasn‟t that he had never eaten an Australian lobster before, but 

he really didn‟t know the price, he just didn‟t bother to ask, after all, he had two billion 

dollars in his pocket now, he could order whatever he wanted, he had already achieved 

financial freedom, where did he need to be so preoccupied with these small sums of 

money? 

But he still cooperated with Gao Xingyu‟s words, acting surprised, “Then tell me, how much 

is one of these things?” 

Gao Xingyu stretched out a finger and said, “A thousand!” 

“What?A thousand?” 

“Wouldn‟t thirty-one of those be more than thirty thousand?” 

“fck, this sht is so expensive, two lobsters will cost me as much as my phone!” 

The students were shocked all of a sudden, and some of them who were poor at home even 

more, felt that the meal was too expensive, if Finn didn‟t pay, they probably wouldn‟t be 

able to get out of the shop, they were inevitably a little scared, and at the same time they all 

observed Finn „s expression, wanting to see if Finn wasn‟t panicking anymore. 

Gao Xinyu‟s mouth showed a smile, he just wanted to make Finn ugly and show his 

cowardice after hearing the price. 

But it was unexpected that the first thing Finn said after showing surprise was, “Waiter, 

double the Australian lobster again, this thing turned out to be so cheap.” 

Gao Xingyu instantly fell into speechlessness, so did all the students, I thought that Finn was 

retreating, but I never thought that he would directly double the amount again, what a 

luxury to have no friends. 

Finn couldn‟t help but smile when he saw Gao Xingyu‟s expression, he just loved how Gao 

Xingyu couldn‟t look used to him and still couldn‟t beat him. 



Gao Xingyu seemed to be aware of the strange eyes coming from his cl A**mates, after all, 

compared to Finn , Gao Xingyu was really too low. 

Gao Xingyu snapped his hands, “Waiter, bring me the menu, just this order, nothing new, I‟ll 

order some more!” 

Immediately afterwards, Gao Xingyu looked confident, “Steamed dragon trout and stewed 

octopus three of each!” 

These two dishes were both as big as Australian lobster, and he didn‟t believe that his cl 

A**mates would still show disdain for him. 

As expected, when Gao Xingyu ordered out these two dishes, the cl A**mates all cast their 

eyes in envy and gratitude. 

Gao Xingyu nodded his head in satisfaction and then looked at Finn with a provocative look 

in his eyes. 

Finn smiled and said, “Waiter, show me the menu too.” 

“Okay, sir.”The waiter was a little sweaty, what happened to all the students nowadays, are 

they all so rich? 

There was already a deluxe set menu, why do they keep adding the most expensive dishes 

ah. 

Finn opened the menu and leisurely said, “Tomato scrambled eggs, ma po tofu, vinegar 

shredded potatoes, home-style cold dishes, en, that‟s all.” 

Having said that, Liu Weiqiang revealed his disdain and scoffed, “Ye Taipan, aren‟t you very 

earthy, why are you ordering so economical now, aren‟t you shy and lacking in the bottom 

line.Who are you kidding when you come to Samsung Hotel and order these few home-

cooked dishes?” 

“Yeah, it‟s just home cooked food, you can get it in the school cafeteria.” 

“Yeah, there‟s not even a piece of meat.” 

“Is Finn really no good, really shy in the bag?” 



The cl A** was shaken by Liu Weiqiang‟s words, after all, what Liu Weiqiang said was indeed 

reasonable. 

Lin Mengqi frowned, “Alright, quiet.Aren‟t these deluxe set menus in front of you non-

vegetarian dishes, what‟s wrong with ordering some home cooked food, did you all grow up 

eating mountains and seafood every day?” 

Lin Mengqi is worthy of being a department flower, everyone‟s goddess, this speech, all 

students have shut up. 

Only Gao Xingyu snorted: “What‟s wrong, we are out to consume also not at home, what do 

you take home standards for, out to eat is to eat mountains and seafood, who like to eat 

those home-cooked dishes ah, and are all vegetarian dishes, is simply laughing off.” 

Finn helplessly nodded his head: “Are you guys arguing enough, you are the cl A** leader or 

I am the cl A** leader, especially you Liu Weiqiang, blindly lead what rhythm, did I say I 

finished ordering?” 

“Didn‟t you just say that‟s all, what, did you say it wrong, or did I mishear it, there‟s still a 

reason for no money.”Liu Weiqiang chuckled, his eyes filled with disdain. 

Finn agreed to laugh and said, “But did I say that I finished my sentence.” 
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Chapter 186 

“What do you mean?”Liu Weiqiang frowned and asked, his heart was not good. 

Finn smilingly handed the menu to the waiter and spoke, “The few I just said are unwanted, 

the rest, have a book.” 



“Have a book?”The waiter was shocked, he swallowed hard, this was the one time in all his 

time as a waiter that he had heard such an overbearing order. 

To come to one book was to ask for the entire menu above ah! 

Although this was only a three-star hotel, this one menu also had hundreds of dishes, the 

cheapest one started at a hundred, while the most expensive one reached the top, this one 

down, not a few tens of thousands could not be taken down. 

“f*ck, what are you doing, Finn ?”Gao Xingyu was blinded, but he had just said AA, in other 

words, general money needed to be paid by him. 

“Is it cool?” 

Finn looked at Gao Xinyu and smiled, he knew that Liu Weiqiang was Gao Xinyu‟s dog, all 

for Gao Xinyu‟s sake. 

Then Liu Weiqiang made a mistake, so naturally Gao Xingyu would have to take the blame. 

Finn also thought of him faking it and Gao Xingyu would have to buy half of it, no matter 

how he thought about it, it was cool. Remember the URL . 

Gao Xingyu‟s face was gloomy, and only after a long time did he say, “Cool, how not cool, 

I‟m willing to serve for my cl A**mates.But there‟s no need to order so much, this one, can 

you finish it?” 

No need for Finn to speak, the student from just now was on Finn „s side like a wallflower. 

“Finish the food, why can‟t you finish it.” 

“A hundred dishes is only three dishes per person, not much more.” 

“……..” 

Looking at the seven mouths of his cl A**mates, Gao Xingyu‟s face grew darker and darker, 

this time he was considered to have fallen into Finn „s calculations. 



Liu Weiqiang came to Gao Xingyu‟s side and whispered, “Gao Shao, now that Finn has a lot 

of people, we have to hold back first, don‟t get angry and lose our identity.” 

“It‟s still all your bad idea to make us order.”Gao Xingyu looked at Liu Weiqiang with 

dissatisfaction. 

Liu Weiqiang accosted and smiled, “Sorry Gao, but don‟t worry, you‟ll be able to hit Finn „s 

face later.Now Finn has spent tens of thousands of dollars, how can an ordinary student 

have so much money, no doubt he got it from somewhere, but it doesn‟t count where he 

got it from, and now he is completely shy in the bag.” 

“Are you sure he‟s shy in the bag, how can I not see it?”Gao Xinyu frowned. 

Liu Weiqiang shook his head: “Gao Shao, think about it, there is no Ye family in the entire 

Fangzhou, Finn is at most a well-off family, it would be great to have two million at home, 

and the money in his hands is at most 100,000 to hold on to, I just calculated the money, 

almost 100,000 have been spent, the next just need to work a little harder, can already make 

Finn reveal his original form!!” 

“Okay, then I‟ll trust you again.”Gao Xingyu now had no other choice but to trust Liu 

Weiqiang. 

The other students didn‟t hear their conspiracy and were all chatting on their own waiting 

for the dishes to come up. 

Soon, the Australian lobster was the first to be served. 

Just when the waiter was about to go out, Liu Weiqiang got up and stopped the waiter, 

playing with the taste: “As the saying goes, food goes well with wine, and since cl A** 

president Ye is treating his guests to the lobster, he can‟t just eat it, I heard that Maotai is 

quite good with this.” 

Gao Xingyu brightened up and echoed, “That‟s right, what Qiangzi said.Good wine goes well 

with good food, how about ordering some more wine for squad leader Ye?The most brilliant 

thing about the Jade Dragon Hotel is the wine, it‟s a pity not to drink some.It‟s just that I 

don‟t know if Big Squad Leader Ye has clean pockets and no spare money?” 

Finn he smiled, no wonder Liu Weiqiang will block the waiter, feelings are here to bury a pit 

waiting for him. 



Helplessly shaking his head, Finn just snapped his fingers: “I used to eat Australian lobster 

with Portuguese-wine wine, what the hell is Maotai, or come to Bordeaux‟s white 

Portuguese-wine bar, the taste is excellent.” 

Finn likes to drink wine, so he knows something about it, and before he ate lobster also 

deliberately paired it with various wines, and in the end found that it was still the 

Portuguese-wine wine that was the best match. 

This statement, the students have revealed shocked already envious eyes, they can 

obviously feel from Finn „s mouth Finn „s previous life, so there is a life style and not 

romantic noble. 

“Hmph, I think it‟s just nonsense.”Liu Weiqiang, however, grunted coldly, not taking it 

seriously at all. 

Without needing Finn to respond, the waiter smiled, “Sir is really good taste, shrimp meat 

accompanied with Portugal – grape wine is indeed the best match, and the choice of French 

Bordeaux, sir is really good elegance, there happens to be a well awakened Bordeaux here, 

wait a moment, I‟ll bring it to you right away.” 

Said the waiter, and he left. 

The whole room fell silent, almost as if it could be heard on the floor. 

All the students looked at Finn , if Finn „s own words weren‟t credible, but the waiter had 

said that, then it really meant that Finn was a person with taste and life and style. 

“Wow, Finn is too handsome, too.” 

“I so love such a romantic boy, eating food and knowing how to match wine, romantic, so 

romantic!” 

“I can‟t, I want to give him a monkey.” 

The students were all talking at once, on the other hand, on Liu Weiqiang‟s side, Gao Xingyu 

hated to find a crack to get into. 

“Mom, this is your stupid idea, it‟s so stupid!”Gao Xingyu broke into a cursing. 



Liu Weiqiang clenched his teeth, but the corners of his mouth were finally set on a smile. 

“Laugh, can you still laugh?”Gao Xinyu never expected that Liu Weiqiang would still be 

laughing by this time. 

Liu Weiqiang smiled and nodded, “Gao Shao, I just saw that the white grapes-wine is 

actually just two thousand dollars, it‟s not too expensive, it looks like Finn has already spent 

all his money.He specifically said white glucose-wine wine, but it‟s just because it‟s cheap, I 

guess it‟s enough as long as he does it again.” 

Gao Xingyu nodded thoughtfully, gradually revealing light in front of his eyes, “Yeah, if Finn 

was faking his personality, he should have already chosen tens of thousands of red wine, 

after all, red wine is also a type of Portuguese-Grapes wine, he chose such a cheap one, he 

might not be really broke, okay, I‟ll try him again.” 

After discussing with Liu Weiqiang, Gao Xingyu got up and sneered: “Ye big squad leader, 

we eat lobsters are thousands of dollars, how is the wine is thousand of dollars, you don‟t 

dare to come to a ten thousand, otherwise, it would be a little too petty.” 

Finn smiled faintly and said, “Naturally I don‟t mind, but I‟m not worried that you and I will 

pay the bill together, afraid that you can‟t afford it.” 

“I can‟t afford to pay?What kind of international joke is this?I think it‟s just that you‟re shy in 

the bag.”Gao Xingyu grunted, “Liu Weiqiang, order, just give me the most expensive one!” 

“The most expensive ah, I‟ll find it, f*ck, here‟s another 82 Lafite, it‟s $70,000!”Liu Weiqiang 

was shocked by the price, he didn‟t expect that a small three-star hotel actually had Lafite. 

Gao Xingyu suddenly revealed a proud smile, “How about it, do you dare to come to this 82 

year old Lafite?” 
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“It‟s just Rafi, that‟s all, but if the students want to taste it, then let‟s have a bottle.” 

Finn smiled faintly, his expression not fluctuating in the slightest. 

But Gao Xingyu‟s expression changed completely although the Gao family was rich, but the 

money was not his, the balance in his card now was only 120,000, originally thought that 



Finn had no money, but with three bottles of red wine, then Gao Xingyu also had little 

money. 

“Three bottles?Think about it!”Gao Xingyu‟s expression became somewhat ugly. 

Finn smiled and said, “What, can‟t Gao afford to pay?” 

“What can‟t I afford, I‟m just afraid you won‟t be able to come up with the money then, 

these meals add up to two hundred and forty thousand, are you sure you can come up with 

one hundred and twenty thousand?”Gao Xingyu asked rhetorically. 

If Finn thought about it, seeing the situation, Gao Xingyu said, “If you don‟t have money, 

you don‟t have derring-do, you have to have capital to pretend, I don‟t think you can.” 

As soon as the words fell, Finn spoke up, “I see that all the students want to drink, one 

bottle is definitely not enough, so let‟s start with three bottles to try, one bottle is just right 

for one table, if there are any others who like it, you can add more.” 

After Finn said that, the entire luxury box went completely quiet, and all the people were 

dumbfounded at Finn . 

Earlier the money for food, at least said there is a number, and can be full, but the three 

bottles of red wine is a complete luxury ah, three bottles of Lafite will be 210,000, and the 

reason is actually just to taste, thirst is not enough. A second to remember to read the book 

“f*ck, Evan, you‟ve lost your mind!”Gao Xingyu was the first to break the silence, he didn‟t 

think that Finn would dare to increase the price. 

Liu Weiqiang was also shocked by Finn „s behavior and inevitably echoed Gao Xingyu, 

“Yeah, there‟s no need to make such a big deal.” 

Liu Weiqiang just wanted to pit Finn against the stage, but Finn „s shot was 210,000 red 

wine, which invariably would cost Gao Xingyu an extra 100,000. 

If Gao Xingyu blamed it on him, Liu Weiqiang really couldn‟t afford the anger. 

One hundred thousand was already the total income of an ordinary family in Fangzhou for a 

year. 



Gao Xingyu‟s face was extremely ugly, he just brought 120,000, if he really ordered three 

bottles of Rafi, not to mention whether Finn had that much money, he was sure to lose face, 

he would even be detained here, waiting for his family to ransom him with money. 

However, the waiter was very eye priced, he even came up to Finn and said, “Sir, I‟m sorry, 

Rafi is not in stock, you need to reserve it, or come to another bar, I can recommend a few 

for you.” 

He also had some doubts that Finn could come up with so much money, if he couldn‟t, he 

would also be punished by the hotel. 

Gao Xingyu rushed to agree on the side, “That‟s right, Finn is just joking, so by your word, 

let‟s change a few drinks.” 

“Joking?Who‟s kidding?” Finn chuckled, “Is young Gao running out of money?” 

Saying that, he took out his gold card from his pocket, “Waiter, you first swipe all half of the 

money to prove that I‟m not joking.” 

“Payment successful!” 

The waiter was worried that Finn couldn‟t take the money, so he didn‟t push it, and directly 

swiped 180,000 cash from the card, receiving half of the money, the waiter wasn‟t worried 

anymore, he even said with a smile, “Then sir, you dine first, I‟ll go and prepare the Lafite, 

when you‟re almost done, it‟ll be here, don‟t be impatient.” 

After handing the golden card to Finn , the waiter went down. 

But the whole audience was shocked to see that Finn had spent 180,000 yuan on just one 

meal, and it looked like Finn was not the least bit distressed, which forced everyone to 

change their minds about Finn . 

But it was too late to discuss, the wine and food were gradually served, and after tossing 

and turning for so long, everyone was hungry, so they started to eat. 

Everyone was collectively toasting Finn , after all, with Finn here, they were able to witness 

such a big spectacle. 

Only Gao Xingyu had a black face and didn‟t know what to say. 



Now that Finn had paid 180,000, it meant that Gao Xingyu also needed to pay 180,000, but 

right now Gao Xingyu only had 120,000 in his card, which was still a third short. 

He wanted to tell Finn that he didn‟t want Rafi, but that was too wimpy, and he wouldn‟t be 

able to hold his head up in cl A** later.But if he didn‟t say it, his wallet would be completely 

empty, and he was still sixty thousand dollars short. 

“Come, let‟s toast to Gao Shao, see how atmospheric Gao Shao is, even though he has 

stepped down from his post, he still spent 180,000 on treats for the sake of his cl Amates, 

Gao Shao is really atmospheric!” Finn raised his wine gl A with a smile, he had already 

seen that Gao Xingyu‟s face was not right. 

Although he didn‟t know why, but he was happy to see Gao Xingyu unhappy. 

In Finn „s opinion, in a place like Fangzhou, over a hundred thousand was high consumption, 

and I‟m afraid that Gao Xingyu, no matter what family he was from, would have lost a piece 

of meat if he took out this much money. 

And to Finn , more than a hundred thousand was just a drizzle. 

In exchange for Gao Xingyu‟s difficulty with the hairy rain, he still felt beautiful in his heart. 

Gao Xingyu also lifted his wine gl A**, and now that he was gagged by Finn , he couldn‟t 

wimp out, so he put on a smile and said, “I volunteered to invite everyone, I just like these 

students!” 

Finn smiled and didn‟t say anything, looking at Gao Xingyu‟s attitude of breaking his teeth 

and swallowing them, but also dying to save face, it was really interesting. 

After three rounds of wine, everyone also let go, all around Finn chatting, on the contrary, 

only Gao Xingyu and Liu Weiqiang at the table. 

Also having spent 180,000, Finn received respect and the trust of the cl A**, while Gao 

Xingyu received differential treatment. 

This is not to blame Finn , because before Finn came, Gao Xinyu invited everyone to dinner, 

the best is the hotel in front of the school, a meal, can talk about three thousand yuan is a 

big deal. 



Finn and everyone is not familiar with can spend 180,000, and the cl A** president position 

is also everyone blind vote out, coincidence. 

Everyone knew that Finn could not be unaware of this fact, but Finn also spent money to 

treat everyone to dinner, this kind of selfless dedication, but rather more admired by 

everyone. 

The boy‟s jealous rage was less, and the girl‟s admiration instead grew more and more. 

Gao Xingyu secretly clenched his fist, all this should actually belong to him, but it was 

snatched away by Finn , a transfer student. 

“Damn it!”Gao Xingyu was so angry that he drank a mouthful of wine, because it was high 

purity wine, and suddenly like a firewire, it penetrated directly into his voice, choking him 

and coughing. 

“Gao Shao, drink slowly, it‟s more meaningless to drink by yourself, or else come over and 

drink together, be happy when all the money is spent, don‟t worry, I can also lend you if I 

don‟t have enough money ha.” Finn laughed. 

Other students only think that Finn is a humorous joke, however, Gao Xingyu took it 

seriously, and said angrily: “This young no money also do not use your money, is not 

180,000 it, a piece of cake.” 

After saying this, the other students again looked at Finn , they actually didn‟t care what Gao 

Xingyu did. 

It was just that after Gao Xingyu said this, he also knew that there was no escaping the 

180,000 bill, but now, he was still 60,000 short, and he was suddenly in an awkward 

situation! 
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” Finn , come out for a moment.”Gao Xingyu bit his teeth and waved his hand to call out to 

Finn . 

With a raised eyebrow, Finn said, “What can‟t we talk about here?” 



“If I tell you to come out, just come out, there‟s no such thing as bullsh*t.”Gao Xingyu 

frowned. 

Finn was not happy with the news and snorted, “I‟ll go if you tell me to, you really think I‟m 

Liu Weiqiang ah.” 

“Who are you calling a dog?”Liu Weiqiang pounded the table and stood up. 

Finn laughed and said, “Who said you‟re a dog, I told you that you‟re loyal and obedient, 

and you look like a baboon, and you don‟t look like a dog.” 

The whole cl A** burst into laughter, Finn „s mouth was really too damaged. 

” Finn , trouble you to come out here.”Gao Xingyu‟s expression was a bit shifty, like a 

volcano that was about to erupt at any moment. 

Finn glanced at Gao Xingyu and said indifferently, “Beg me, and I‟ll go out with you.” 

“Don‟t you bully others too much.”Gao Xingyu snorted coldly. Remember the URL . 

Finn gave a playful smile, “So what if I bully you?” 

“You…”Gao Xingyu coldly glared at Finn , and eventually brought Liu Weiqiang out of the 

room without saying a single word. 

Lin Mengqi sat beside Finn , slightly worried, “Is everything alright, Gao Xingyu is not an 

atmospheric person.” 

Finn shook his head and said, “Don‟t worry about it, just eat, eat and drink enough and be 

done with it, don‟t worry about anything else.” 

Lin Mengqi nodded, he still had more trust in Finn , after all, Finn „s strength was there. 

After drinking and eating, Finn was ready to leave, but he was stopped by the waiter. 

“Sorry sir, you still need to pay 180,000.”The waiter was slightly apologetic. 

Finn couldn‟t help but frown, “What do you mean?Didn‟t I pay for that?” 



“The cl Amate with whom you AA said it was all paid for by you, and then he just 

left.”The waiter was embarr Aed, he had wanted to stop Gao Xingyu, but when he learned 

that Gao Xingyu was a member of the Gao family, he didn‟t dare to offend him.Let alone 

him, even the owner of this three-star hotel wouldn‟t dare to offend the Gao family. 

But these purchases still had to be paid for, so he would have to come to Finn as the 

wrongdoer. 

Although he couldn‟t bear it in his heart, there was no other way but to do this for now. 

Hearing that Gao Xingyu had left, all the students showed angry expressions, thinking that 

Gao Xingyu was a villain. 

But Finn waved his hand and took out his golden card without any anger, “Swipe your card.” 

Seeing this, the whole cl A** even gave Finn a thumbs up, such a reliable man was their cl 

A** president. 

Finn can‟t help but wander, all this money is a small matter, the point is to gain the boast of 

his cl A**mates, it‟s still very useful to him. 

But an injustice is a debt.Gao Xingyu this debt, ultimately still have to find Gao Xingyu to 

settle, Finn is the master of Jairus, will not take half a loss. 

Everyone returned to the cl A**, and as soon as they entered the door, everyone searched 

for Gao Xinyu‟s trace. 

This time, if it wasn‟t for Finn „s help, they probably wouldn‟t have been able to leave the 

hotel unharmed.After all, it was 180,000, and even if thirty people shared it, each person was 

around 6,000, which was astronomical for a group of sophomores. 

It looked like Gao Xingyu pitted Finn , but in fact, he pitted the whole cl A**. 

Yet Gao Xingyu didn‟t return to the cl A, and this kind of turtle behavior made Finn and 

the whole cl A disdainful. 

If Gao Xingyu could confront him to his face, he would still be considered a man, but what 

was the difference between being such a turtle and a bastard? 



But Gao Xingyu wasn‟t the purpose of Finn coming to the school, Finn came to the school 

mainly just to accompany Lin Mengqi.As for Gao Xingyu, it was just an interlude.Now that 

the song was over, he would just follow the source and extinguish the branch and be done 

with it. 

“You go to cl A** first, I‟m going out.” 

Finn patted Lin Mengqi‟s shoulder and then just left the cl A**. 

Cl Aes were boring, especially in the language department, it was even more 

maddeningly boring, and Finn slept in cl A not because he was sleepy, but because the 

teacher was like a Tang monk chanting scriptures to him, and in no time he fell asleep. 

He had slept enough in the morning, and in the afternoon, Finn was ready to go out for a 

walk, and if there was a chance, he could also investigate Gao Xingyu‟s identity. 

Although Fangzhou didn‟t understand, but according to Finn „s experience in the past few 

months, Gao Xingyu was definitely not an ordinary family, otherwise it wouldn‟t be possible 

to just throw money at him, it looked like it should be a family. 

Simple inference, the Gao family was not a super family, at least not compared to the 

Shangguan family, otherwise, Gao Xingyu would not be able to take out 180,000. 

Or maybe Gao Xingyu was rich and was just deliberately trying to trap Finn . 

Either way, as long as Finn was offended, there would be no good fruit for Gao Xingyu to 

eat. 

Walking aimlessly on the street, Finn could not help but feel a headache.Drinking was one 

aspect, but more importantly, in the past, he had relied on Charles to check people out, or 

the help of others, and Finn had never investigated personally, especially in a strange city 

like Fangzhou, and it was hard to know where to start at the moment. 

“Maybe it‟s better to ask Ye Jiaqi to find out more information.” Finn had no choice but to 

think of Ye Jiaqi. 

Ye Jiaqi, as the cl A** teacher, should have all of his cl A**mates‟ home residences and other 

information on hand, and it was expected that when asked, he would also be clear about 

Gao Xingyu‟s history. 



Thinking about it, Finn took out his cell phone and sent a WeChat to Ye Jiaqi, asking her to 

come out to meet him. 

Ye Jiaqi didn‟t refuse, the university‟s cl A** teacher was actually more about organizing cl 

A** meetings and managing discipline, and was more inclined towards the life aspect rather 

than academic support. 

“You come to my dormitory.”Ye Jiaqi sent a WeChat back to Finn . 

Seeing the message, Finn brightened up, originally just asking out to meet, unexpectedly Ye 

Jiaqi let him take the initiative to go to the dormitory. 

Finn couldn‟t help but think about it and came to Ye Jiaqi‟s dorm without stopping. 

Because he was a part-time cl A** teacher, Ye Jiaqi didn‟t live in the student dormitory, but 

the dormitory A**igned by the school for teachers. 

It was said to be a dormitory, but it was a one-room apartment building, except that the 

entire building was occupied by teachers from the school. 

“Creak!” 

When the door opened, Evan froze in place, Ye Jiaqi was only wearing a wide bathrobe, her 

hair still had some moisture in it, and she had obviously just taken a shower. 

“Don‟t just stare, come in, do you still want me to be seen by others.”Ye Jiaqi gave Finn a 

glance, and then pulled Finn into the house. 

Ye Jiaqi‟s little hand was soft as bones, very soft, just touching it made Finn „s blood run 

cold. 

Originally, Finn was only thinking of something wrong, but when he came to Ye Jiaqi‟s room, 

he really started to feel guilty. 

From Finn „s point of view, Ye Jiaqi had already hinted very clearly, knowing that he would 

come, Ye Jiaqi had deliberately picked this time to take a shower, he didn‟t believe it if it 

wasn‟t intentional. 



Especially since Ye Jiaqi‟s room was only a one and a half room layout, besides the 

bathroom and kitchen, there was no living room, so the only place to sit was Ye Jiaqi‟s pink 

bed. 

Finn stood at the door a little overwhelmed, just to see Ye Jiaqi sitting on the pink – tender 

bed, and then patted the place beside him: “Come over and sit.” 

Finn was startled, is this sitting? 

It‟s obviously straight to bed! 
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The first time he went to a girl‟s house, or cl A** teacher, he was asked to sit on the bed, and 

this nonsensical request was the first time Finn encountered it. 

However, Finn was a man who very much respected the girl‟s opinion, so without thinking 

too much, he just took a flying dive and got on the bed, saying, “Come on, I‟m ready!” 

“What are you doing, I told you to sit on the side, why are you still up there.”Ye Jiaqi 

exclaimed, her tone full of dissatisfaction. 

Finn „s eyebrows raised with some difficulty, “Are you sure you‟re sitting next to 

it?Standing?” 

“Right.”Ye Jiaqi nodded. 

Excitement!It‟s still an honest game! 

As Finn muttered in his heart, he quickly got up and came to Ye Jiaqi‟s side. 

If it were any other girl, Finn wouldn‟t have reacted so much, but Ye Jiaqi‟s pure looks paired 

with her sexy body really made Finn somewhat inescapable. 

When he arrived at Ye Jiaqi‟s side, the corner of Finn „s mouth curved up and said, “I‟m here, 

now?Or do you need to prepare?” 

Finn was afraid that Ye Jiaqi‟s heart wasn‟t ready for it, so he couldn‟t help but ask out. . 



Ye Jiaqi nodded and said, “Prepare?I just prepared it before I took a bath, so let‟s just start.” 

Upon hearing this, Finn could no longer endure and reached out to hug Ye Jiaqi. 

However, Ye Jiaqi picked up a stack of documents and directly disguised them in Finn „s 

bosom, saying, “Take a look, these are Gao Xingyu‟s information.” 

“Ah?Goseiyu‟s information?” 

Finn was somewhat blinded and froze in place. 

Ye Jiaqi nodded his head as a matter of course, revealing a smug expression, “I had already 

guessed that you would be dissatisfied with Gao Xingyu‟s performance in running the list, 

and would definitely come to me, so after I came back, I sorted out the documents first, and 

I was tired and sweaty, so you can make it up to me oh.” 

It suddenly dawned on Finn that Ye Jiaqi had prepared Gao Xingyu‟s documents, and took a 

shower only because he was sweating. 

Earlier, Finn thought that Ye Jiaqi had hinted at him, but it was all because he had thought 

too much. 

Awkwardly receiving the documents, Finn thanked him and left the room directly. 

Until Finn went out of the room, Ye Jiaqi‟s indifferent face only suddenly appeared tide – 

red: “This brat, almost let me lose my virginity, looking quite kind, why is full of those things, 

hey, indeed men no matter how many are the same.” 

Patting the already matured chest, Ye Jiaqi lay straight on the bed, and couldn‟t help but 

burrow her head into the blanket…. 

On the other hand, after Finn left the room, his little heart was also pounding wildly, and he 

cursed himself in his heart for what he was thinking. 

Ye Jiaqi, as his teacher, had fulfilled his duties and obligations and even prepared the 

information in advance, while he was thinking about writing miscellaneous, it was really not 

right ah. 



“But seriously, Ye Jiaqi‟s body is really good.”With a hehehe smile, Finn took the paperwork 

and left quickly. 

Ye Jiaqi was different from those little girls before, but truly mature, the kind of charm that 

little girls wouldn‟t have.The main thing is that Finn came to school here just to fulfill his 

promise, according to a sense, Finn really didn‟t take Ye Jiaqi as a teacher, that‟s why he had 

some mixed thoughts. 

Due to drinking too much alcohol and wasn‟t able to drive, Finn was ready to take a taxi 

home after leaving the apartment building, but suddenly saw a shadow emerge from the 

corner of the apartment and collided with him. 

“f*ck, are you blind!” 

Before Finn could speak, the person across the street spoke first. 

“Nima, who are you talking about, walking without eyes?”Only after Finn got up with a 

frown did he see that the person he bumped into was a balding middle-aged greasy uncle. 

Not waiting for the greasy uncle to get up, Finn just kicked out and kicked the greasy 

uncle‟s buttocks. 

The greasy uncle who was about to get up fell and flopped to the ground. 

“sht, I walk normally, you fcking suddenly bumped out without apologizing even if you don‟t 

apologize, and you‟re still f*cking scolding me, what kind of thing are you!” Finn cursed 

furiously. 

This kind of corner place, actually have to be careful of each other, so every time he reached 

this kind of place, Finn would slow down his speed, while still getting knocked down, 

enough to see how fast the greasy uncle‟s previous run was. 

Finn looked up and down at the greasy uncle, five short stature not to mention, the body is 

still full of fat, just running speed should be running with all his might. 

Thinking of this, Finn couldn‟t help but speak once again, “You bastard running so fast to 

rush to reincarnate?” 



Unrelieved Finn was only comfortable after cursing this sentence, and then picked up the 

documents that had just been scattered all over the floor because they had been knocked 

over. 

But it had just rained in the morning, the ground here was still very muddy, and the 

documents were all ruined to the point where it was impossible to read the words. 

“I Nima.” Finn was even more furious at the sight of the situation, and picked up the 

unusable documents and slammed them down on the greasy uncle‟s body. 

But Finn didn‟t hit it hard because he was still somewhat grateful to the greasy uncle in his 

heart. 

In fact, just now Finn directly rushed out of the room and began to regret, he could have 

read the information in Ye Jiaqi‟s room, why did he have to go home, there were beautiful 

women around, and Ye Jiaqi was wearing a bathrobe, it was very difficult to meet again. 

There was just no reason to go back again, so Finn was ready to go home.But now, here was 

the reason. 

Now that the documents were destroyed, Finn had no choice but to bother Ye Jiaqi again, 

and he would be able to feast his eyes while Ye Jiaqi sorted out the information. 

Thinking about it, after kicking the greasy uncle, Finn whistled and returned to Ye Jiaqi‟s 

apartment. 

It took longer than the first time to knock on the door before Ye Jiaqi slowly opened the 

door. 

Seeing the mud on Finn „s body, he couldn‟t help but frown, ” Finn , what‟s wrong with you, 

did you fall?Any injuries?” 

Finn scratched his head, revealing a slightly embarr A**ed smile: “Just now an uncle and I 

knocked down, the person is fine, but the document is stained with mud, can‟t use it 

anymore, can you trouble sister to print me another copy.” 

Finn purposely called Sister instead of Teacher, implying that Ye Jiaqi didn‟t treat him as a 

student. 



I don‟t know if Ye Jiaqi was aware of this, but he nodded anyway, “Then come in first.” 

“Okay.” Finn smiled, after all, as long as he could still get in, there would be a show, what he 

feared the most was that Ye Jiaqi wouldn‟t give him a chance. 

But before Finn could take a step, he heard a stern voice from the elevator, “Stop!” 

In the meantime, Finn „s eyebrows were knitted, and now at such a good time, there were 

actually people deliberately messing with him, wasn‟t this obviously not giving him face? 

Delaying someone to pick up a girl is a big feud for the top three rankings! 

Finn snorted coldly and was about to go to see who it was that dared to interrupt him at 

this time. 

But when he saw the visitor, Finn was blinded, because this was none other than the greasy 

uncle from earlier. 
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Did he come here to take revenge after he was kicked? 

Finn muttered in his heart, thinking that it was very likely. 

But in any case, interrupting at this time, Finn was not very satisfied and was about to open 

his mouth to reprimand the greasy uncle. 

Without waiting for him to open his mouth, Ye Jiaqi exclaimed, “Director Gao?” 

Right after that Ye Jiaqi screamed and closed the door, now she was still in her bathrobe, 

she didn‟t want Director Gao to see it. 

Director Gao? 

Finn couldn‟t help but frown, this guy was the director, it really was something Finn hadn‟t 

expected. 



“Kid, are you still running away!”Director Gao wore foul breath and his eyes were filled with 

anger, “You‟re a student from this school, right? You dare to hit a teacher, you‟re really 

unique, awesome!” 

“Don‟t dare to take it seriously, this little matter is nothing to brag about.” Finn accosted and 

waved his hand. 

In fact, Finn and Director Gao have no grudge, just a bump, Finn kicked after the cool, now 

look at Director Gao is just normal, anyway, he came to this school is not to study, even if 

Director Gao with expulsion difficult for him, he does not care. The first website m. 

What‟s more, his enrollment was still something that Shangguan Yue had the principal run, 

so unless Director Gao didn‟t take the principal seriously, he wouldn‟t dare to do anything to 

him. 

Director Gao shouted angrily, “Do you still think I‟m praising you?Go back and write me a 

10,000-word review, or you‟ll be the only one asking!” 

“I‟m not writing.” 

Finn rolled his eyes, not taking Director Gao‟s words to heart at all. 

Ten thousand words of review, he couldn‟t write it by hand for a few days, and there was 

nothing wrong with him, so why should he write a review. 

“While I‟m in a good mood, get out of here and don‟t come to me looking for nothing.” Finn 

didn‟t feel like he was at a reasonable disadvantage, it wasn‟t like he took the initiative to 

cause trouble, it was Director Gao who hit him and scolded him back. 

Either way, he was being reasonable! 

“You you you!You‟re so insolent, you don‟t give a damn about me, I see you want to be 

fired!”Director Gao coldly said. 

Finn laughed, “You‟re so big-mouthed, so official, a little director opening his mouth and 

shutting up is a dismissal, what are your credentials, what are your qualifications to say 

these things to me!” 



Director Gao sneered, “On what grounds?I‟m the head teacher of the school!Go and write a 

review while I‟m still in a good mood, or I‟m afraid you won‟t want to put it on if you get a 

sudden beating from some guy.” 

“Are you threatening me?” Finn „s eyes were narrowed, and Gao Guangliang‟s words meant 

that he was still looking for someone to beat him up. 

Now the teaching director are so arrogant? 

In Finn „s impression, the teaching director was the one who put pressure on the cl A** 

teacher, thus teaching the students, but now it had come to finding someone to beat up, it 

seemed that the position of the teaching director was still too comfortable and arrogant to 

know the borders. 

Gao Guangliang revealed a smug look and said slightly indifferently, “It depends on whether 

you‟re obedient or not.” 

“Obedient?Oh, I hear you old mother!” Finn didn‟t get used to Gao Guangliang‟s stink, 

anyway, now that the building knew the two of them, he didn‟t believe that Gao Guangliang 

was his opponent. 

With one kick, Finn kicked Gao Guangliang to the ground and rolled around. 

Whether Gao Guangliang hit or not Finn didn‟t know, but Finn knew that now he could 

brutally beat Gao Guangliang. 

Even if Gao Guangliang finds someone to plot against him afterwards, he won‟t lose out, so 

he‟ll treat it as an early fight. 

Without waiting for more kicks from Finn , Ye Jiaqi‟s door opened, and at this moment, Ye 

Jiaqi faded her bathrobe and put on a casual outfit, a white t-shirt with blue jeans. 

Seeing Finn do it, Ye Jiaqi was really shocked and rushed to pull Finn : ” Finn , don‟t fight, 

this is Director Gao.” 

“He‟s looking for someone to beat me up, and he wants me to write a letter of review, why 

should he get used to his stinky habits?” Finn said with dissatisfaction, but still listened to Ye 

Jiaqi‟s words and didn‟t do it again. 



Gao Guangliang crawled up from the ground, and when he looked at Finn again, there was 

already a little fear in his eyes. 

According to his experience, students were terrified when they saw their teachers, especially 

when he also said that he was looking for someone to beat up Finn , but Finn was instead 

more violent, which was completely unlike anything he had ever seen. 

But when he saw that Ye Jiaqi was able to dissuade Finn , a cruel smile appeared on the 

corner of Gao Guangliang‟s mouth, ” Finn is it, you f*cking kneel in front of me and 

apologize to me!” 

“f*ck, who are you talking to!” Finn couldn‟t help but to do it again. 

Gao Guangliang glanced at Ye Jiaqi and revealed his authority, “Is this your student, is this 

how you discipline, do you not want to do it?” 

When Ye Jiaqi heard the threat, her face became bad, so she dragged Finn , “Forget it, Finn , 

you should go back first.” 

“Okay.” Finn still did not refute Ye Jiaqi‟s words and nodded his head to leave. 

But Gao Guangliang snorted, “Did I tell you to leave, hurry up and kneel down and 

apologize to me, or I‟ll fire you all together!” 

Finn „s eyes narrowed, in the meantime, “I said don‟t threaten me, or I don‟t guarantee what 

I can do.Besides, I did all of this, what are you going to fire Ye Jiaqi for, she didn‟t make a 

mistake.” 

“Didn‟t make a mistake?Hehe.”Gao Guangliang sneered, “Don‟t think that I don‟t know that 

there is an affair between you two.Just now when I was observing this side at home, I saw a 

man enter Ye Jiaqi‟s room, and Ye Jiaqi was still wearing a bathrobe, and now you‟re coming 

over to the room again, I think that man just now was you put.Isn‟t this teacher-student 

incest of yours enough for me to expel you!” 

“You spy on me!?”Ye Jiaqi let out a scream, her face showing her shame and anger. 

She was living on the sixth floor, but she never expected to be peeped at. 



Thinking back carefully, it was arranged by Gao Guangliang that she lived here, and Gao 

Guangliang also lived on the sixth floor of the opposite apartment building, could it be that 

Gao Guangliang was peeping through binoculars? 

Originally living on the sixth floor, Ye Jiaqi didn‟t feel that she would be peeped at, so she 

usually didn‟t draw the curtains, but it had been a year and a half since she moved in here, 

could it be that she had already been peeped at by Gao Guangliang for a year and a half? 

Thinking of this, Ye Jiaqi couldn‟t help but cry out. 

Seeing Ye Jiaqi‟s tears rolling around in her eyes, Finn was suddenly angry.Although he 

didn‟t know what was in Ye Jiaqi‟s heart, but Gao Guangliang saying that the incel of teacher 

and student was the biggest insult to Ye Jiaqi.It was true that there was incel, but it was Finn 

who had thoughts, while Ye Jiaqi just took the information and didn‟t have any other 

thoughts, at least Finn didn‟t see Ye Jiaqi having any incel thoughts. 

“You dog thing, if you can‟t speak, don‟t speak!” Finn cursed angrily. 

Gao Guangliang chuckled, “Teacher Ye, why are you crying, am I wrong.Don‟t pretend to be 

pitiful with me, to tell you the truth, I‟ve just taken pictures, now you just need to make Finn 

kneel down and apologize to me, then you sleep with me for a few years, I‟ll treat it as if 

nothing has happened, what do you think?” 

“Bang!” 

Finn was directly furious and swung his fist just to smash on Gao Guangliang‟s head. 

“Think you‟re paralyzed, pervert, go to hell!” 

 


